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EMERGING WINE-FANCIERS will have their chance to
become wineconnoisseurs in a wine tasting seminar at the
University of San Diego beginning October I. Billed as "A
Vintage Experience," the seminar is an expansion of last
fall's highly successful Wine Forum series. This seminar is
designed for beginners who wish to know more about wine
how and where to find wine and good values, and the proper
way to store and serve wme. The cost for the seminar is $45
For advanced registration, phone 293-4585.
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USO begins UPDATE
breakfast seminars
" Meeting Japan's Challenge" will
be the topic in the first of the University of San Diego's UPDATE breakfast
seminars on Friday, Oct. 3, from 7:30
to 9 a.m. at the Executive Hotel in
downtown San Diego. The speakers
are Dr. Ellen Cook, assistant professor of Accounting and International
Business; and Dr. Robert Johnson,
assistant professor of Economics.
UPDATE is a series of eight seminars designed for women and men in
business and sponsored by USD's
School of Business Administration
every Friday morning through Nov.
21.
Advance registration is required.
The fee for the full series will be $105,
or a group rate of $90 (for two or more
from the same organization.) Single
sessions may be attended at a cost of
$15 each.
Dr. Cook, a La Mesa resident, has
served on the USD Business School
faculty since 1977. Previously, . she
was a lecturer in Economics and
Business Administration at UCSD and
SDSU. From 1972 to 1974, she repre-

sented the World Trade Center of Dallas in Tokyo, Japan; Dr. Cook contacted over 200 Japanese finns to
World Trade Center space. She
is a graduate in Japanese.
Dr. Johnson has been with the USD
.Business School since 1978. Previously, he had served on the faculty of Idaho State University since 1970. He
received his M.A. and Ph.D. from the
University of Oregon at Eugene. His
major fields included monetary theory and international economics.
Additional seminars in the UPDATE series are as follows : Oct. 10,
Solving Rising Business Costs; Oct.
17, The Economic Outlook; Oct. 24,
Nonverbal Techniques for Enhancing
Personal Power; Oct. 31, Estate Planning Techniques; Npv. 7, Strategies
· for Managerial Success; Nov. 14,
Real Estate Investing for the Over. taxed Professional; and Nov. 21, Profitable Decision Making.
UPDATE is co-sponsored by USD's
· Office of Continuing Education. For
registration and information, call 2934585.
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Paralegal
program
is off ered

OCT

The University of San
Die go's
even ing
prog ram to train Law·
yer's Assistants will begin Tuesday; Oct. 7 and
will continue through
March 28, 1981.
As trained para lega ls,
grad uates of the 24-week
course will be prepared
to join a legal team
working under an attorne y's
supervision
Parti cipan ts will study
the area s of litigation,
corporations, estat es,
trust s and wills , real estate, family law and criminal procedure.
The prog ram is designed prim arily for
college graduates, but
appl ican ts with out
degrees may be considered if sponsored by
their emp loye rs. No
previous train ing in law
is required.
,F or information on
times and places, phone
291-6480.
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Co nc er t se t

The second concert in the
Uni vers ity of San Diego 's
"Mus ic in Vienna " series will
be held on Sunday at 4 p.m . in
USD 's Camino Thea ter.
Alcala Trio is comprised of
three mem bers of the USD
faculty, pianist Fath er Nicolas
Reveles, violinist Dr. Henry
Kolar, and cellist Marjorie
Hart. They will present an allBeethoven program . .
The Music in Vienna series
will continue through May .
Season tickets are available for
$20 general admission , or $10
for seni ors, stud ents and
military. Individual tickets may
be purchased at the door for
$3.50 general admission .
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· Russ ian Songs - Soprano Egenia Milroy wilr
perform Wed . at 12:15 p.m. in the Fren ch Parlo
r,
Founders' Hall. USD.. 291-6480 ext. ,4261 .

LA JOLLA LIGHT
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Paralegal
class
·offered
The University of San
Diego ' s
evening
program
to
train
Lawyer's Assistants will
begin October 8.
Sponsored
in
cooperation with the
National Center for
Paralegal Training, the
course will last until
March 28, 1981. Sub. sequent courses, both
day and evening, will be
offered throughout the
year.
The
program
is
designed primarily for
college graduates, but
applicants without
degrees may be considered if sponsored by
their employers . No
previous training in law
is required.
As trained paralegals,
graduates of the 24-week
course will be prepared
to join a legal team
working under an attorney ' s supervision.
Participants will study
the areas of litigation;
corporations;
estates,
trusts and wills; real
estate; family law; and
criminal procedure. An
in-depth study of legal
research techniques and
legal writing is also
included.

Classes will meet
Tuesday and Thursday
evenings from 6:30 to
9:30 p.m . and approximately every other
Saturday from 9 a .m. to
4 p.m. Tuition is $1,475,
plus an additional $135
for books, materials,
and other fees.
USD's Employment
Assistance Office will
serve
as
an
intermediary between
graduates and the legal
and business community, if desired . Preemployment orientation
will be offered, as well
as
assistance
to
generating job interviews. In San Diego
alone, more than 60 law
firms and other corporations and agencies
have hired program
graduates.
For additional information, call 293-4579.
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Founders Gallery - Works by Dorothy Stratton
will be on display through Nov. 4. University of San

Diego. 298-4127.
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La Joi/an on USD board
I
I
I
I

I
I
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La Jollan Morris
Sievert has been ai
pointed a Trustee of the
University of San Diego.
His appointment brings
the board to a membership of thirty-two.
Sievert is President of
Solar Turbines International.
He joined Solar Aircraft Company in June
1957, which was later
acquired by International Harvester

Company in 1960, as
assistant manager, Gas
Turbine Sales. In 1966 he
was
elected
vice
president, Gas Turbine
Sales, and in 1969
became executive vice
president. He was appointed president, Solar
Division, on August 1,
1973, and was elected a
corporate vice president
of International Harvester on November 1,
1974 . Sievert became

president of Solar
Turbines International ,
with worldwide responsibility for turbomachinery
operations,
1
.
on February 1, 1977.
Morr-is Sievert was
born in Phoenix . He
earned his B.S. degree
in
Mechanical
Engineering at the
University of Missouri in
Rolla , Missouri . He also
earned a professional
degree , Bachelor of
Engineering , in 1970
from the University of
Missouri.
Sievert is on the
boards of directors of
the San Diego and
California Chambers of
Commerce, San Diego

Gas
and
Electric
Company, Central
Federal Savings & Loan
· Assocation,
the
California
Manufacturers Association,
Nucorp
Inc. ,
The
California Roundtable,
and the Board of
Overseers
at
the
University of California
at San Diego.
Trustees from La
Jolla are : Anita V.
Figueredo, M.D.; Vice
Chairman of the Board ;
Thomas C. Barger, Mrs .
Helen K. Copley , Peter
J . Hughes, Dr . Edmund
L. Keeney, Mrs .Ray
Kroc ,
Douglas
F.
Manchester, George M.
Pardee, Jr.; Rich_ard P.
Woltman .
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Far East b rea'kfast
"Meeting
Japan's
Challenge" will be the
topic in the first of the
University
of
San
Diego's
UPDATE
breakfast seminars on
Friday, Oct. 3, from 7:30
to 9 a.m. at the
Executive Hotel.
The speakers are Dr.
Ellen Cook, Assistant
Professor of Accounting
and International
Business;
and Dr.
Robert
Johnson,
Assistant Professor of
Economics.
UPDATE is a series of
eight seminars designed
for women and men in
business and sponsored
by USD's School of
Buisness Administration
every Friday morning

thr ·ough November 21.
A .dvance registration
is r ·equiredl. The fee for
the full s,eries will be
$105, or a group rate of
$90
(for two or more
from
\he
same
organ 1ization.) Single
sessio ns may be attended
at a cost of $15
each.
"The
Japanese have
become
our most efcompetitor,''
fective
state D1 's Cook and
"In
this
Johnson.
e
will
compare
session, we
and contra ast U.S. and
patterns of
Japanese
investme , nt, • employment; a1 1d quality of
leadihg to
production,
ations
to
recommend,
current
meet
the
challenge."

READER

Concert Series of USD will present
an all-Beethoven program with the
Alcala Trio, pianist Fr. Nicolas
Reveles, violinist Henry Kolar, and
cellist Marjorie Hart, Sunday,
October 5, 4 p.m. , Camino Theater, USD. 291-6480 x4296.

READER

Noontime Concerts will feature
soprano Egenia M'ilray, accompanied by Vere Wolf on the piano,
presenting
Russian
songs
Wednesday, October 8, 12:15
' p.m . , French Parlor, Founders
Hall, USD. Free. 291-6480x4296.

READEfl

(
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Father Nicolas Reveles

JONATHAN SAVILLE
Four o'clock on a Sunday afternoon is
perhaps not the most convenien t time for a
concert; the wooden pews in USD's
Camino Hall are surely a minatory
foretaste of Hell; and during Father

template each phrase in rapt meditation , to
discern within it the full shape of a lived
emotion , and to outline the shape in rich ,
ethereal sound , before moving on to the
next step of the ascent. Especially in the
more inwardly turned passages of the first
and second movemen ts, this performan ce
was quintessentially Schuberti an; and in
.
..

-

-·

(
the retards and pauses are. are matters dependent on the intelligence, taste. and musical understan ding of each individua l
musician . Indeed, the intuitive application
of these devices is such an individual matter , varying enormous ly from artist to artist , that it often constitute s an unmistakable personal signature : we can recognize
a Rubinstein or a Horowitz by the way they
phrase .
In this respect. Father Reveles ·s signature is a particularly bold one. There is _
scarcely a phrase without a noticeable retard, and the minute pauses between
phrases are frequent and insistent. This
style has many positive conseque nces. The
individuality of the phrase. - its shape ,
· wholenes s, and resemblan ce to an independent organism - is exception ally
striking; these phrases are alive . The retards and pauses also result in a great clarity of structure (somethin g quite valuable
in a work like the Schubert Sonata, which
may otherwise seem to ramble) . We are
clearly told where each phrase or section
begins and ends, and how important any
particular-point of articulation may be; the
phrasing lets us know exactly what point
we have gotten to in our traversal of the
musical architecture . Finally, these devices create an ever-rene wed series of
small dramas: the holding back , the hesitation, the instant of silent tension , the new
;§ plunge. Drama is the fundamental quality
of music from the Classical and Romantic
periods ; it is essential , above all, in
Schubert; and Father Reveles 's technique
} of Romantic phrasing mirrors the larger
dramatic contrasts and tensions in the continually unfolding texture of the music .
it
On the negative side , the repeated process of slowing down and starting up again,
however much it may illuminate the indiguided by the implications inherent in the
phrases , has a tendency to interfere
vidual
tion
interpreta
of
music , the tacit language
with the onward-m oving rhythmic impulse
that the composer has omitted on the asof the whole . Within the phrase there is a
sumption that idiomatic performer s would
mellifluous singing line, soaring, bloomexplicitly
his
without
know what he meant
ing , unimpeded in its forward motion (this
it.
stating
one of the most treasurabl e characteri sis
One set of such implications has to do
of Father Reveles 'splaying ); but then,
tics
will
pianist
with phrasing . The Romantic
end of the phrase, there is that intenthe
at
deother
many
(among
by
phrase
a
shape
of
tional

winding

down

and

suspension

Nicolas KeveJes ·s piano recital , me 01sram
· barbarisms of rock music kept drifting in
like a flock of midges·. especially during
the most mystically hushed passages . Yet
Father Reveles 's playing of Schubert and
•·schumann was so ravishing that one could
have endured far greater discomfort for its
sake.
Most immediately impressive was the
.pianist's luscious , limpid , floating tone,
which · was enhanced by the magnificent
Bechstein he was performing on. The tone
itself seemed already to reveal the heart of
Schubert 's great B-flat Major Sonata, a
work strangely unattached to the world in
its leisurely.journey into the Empyrean .
Each stage of that journey was marked by
remarkably sensitive phrasing, with the

s
me final rwo rriovemems, rather
up
vices,
Jast notes , and pausing very slightly , as
playing had all the buoyancy, drama , and
though to take a breath (the Germans call
gossamer delicacy of spirit one could posthis Luftpause) , before beginning the next
sibly have wished for .
phrase . The degree of retardation and the
The lavish shapeliness of the pianist's
prominence of the Luftpause will vary acphrasing is worth considering in greater
cording to the musical structure and the
detail , for it presents certaincritical probemotional intensity at any given moment.
)ems. Father Reveles is quite the opposite '
Sometimes they will be barely perceptible;
of the cool, ultramodern precisionist who
at climaxes, or at points of great structural
attempts to play the notes on the page with
imponance (the return of the initial mateperfect accuracy without adding or subrial , for example , after a long development
tracting anything. Rather, he belongs to
section), there may be an extremely
. the old-fashioned, Romantic school of
noticeable slowing up and a big intake of
piano playing, in which it is perceived thal
breath . If yo"u listen to the great Romantic
some of the chief interpretive elements pianists playing Classical and Romantic
rhythm , phrasing , dynamic shading - are
Rubinstein, Horowitz,
works poorly represented in the score· itself and
Arrau, Cortot, Solomon
Rachmaninoff,
must be supplied to a great degree by the

of

of the performer. nu,,,-

score
integrated
being progressively
1
in #t larger, longer-breathed, and berof things for
ey
equally well-shaped structures. gives noliteral warrant.
to be
themselves
· allow
seemed to con-

Father Reveles. Here, quite evidently, is a
criticism. An experienced listener (a critic
musician of outstanding gifts . The tone,
nothing more than an experienced listhe singing line, the sensitivity, the pastencr who writes) comes to any performsion, the dramatic flair, the sense of style,
ance of a familiar piece with a set of prethe inwardness of identification with the
conceptions based on past encounters with
composer, the impeccable finger work 1he work and on innate personal prefer,
all these indicate the presence in our midst
ences. There is therefore a natural inclina(Father Reveles is on the music faculty of
lion to measure the performance against
USO) of a very fine pianist indeed. If I
one 's own ideas about what the music
found a certain number of his retards and ,
should sound like - 10 praise the artist for
pauses in the Schubert to be exaggerated,
playing the work the way you yourself play
if I sometimes found them irritating my
it (or imagine it) and to condemn him for
sensibilities the way the extraneous noises
doi ng otherwise . Preconceptions (within a
from outside the hall were irritating them,
broad range) about what good playing is
the fault may be mine rather than Father
are of course indispensable; without them,
Reveles's . The proper way to listen 10 an
1he critic would have no grounds for deartist of this caliber is to assume, proviciding whether a performance was good,
sionally, that what he does has validity,
rnediocre, or rotten . On the basis of previand to try to allow his musical imagination
ous knowledge, an experienced listener
to mold yours, rather than the other way •
usually has no difficulty in recognizing an
authentically bad performance, or an au- · around. The beauty of this playing was so
compelling that toward · the end of the
1hentically good one of a familiar stamp.
Schubert, Father Reveles 's style had
But a real critical problem arises when you
begun to strike me as the natural, inevitaen ounter an artist who in all other respects
ble, flawless voice of the music itself. The
seems a master of his art and yet who
retards and pauses had begun to justify
makes certain crucial interpretive choices
themselves, not so much through the inner
1ha1 run contrary to your own finnly held
logic of the music, but rather in the way the
notions of how the music should be
idiosyncratic features of a beloved face
played .
become so familiar a part of it that they
problem in speaking about
This is

eventually share - and even enhance its charm . I felt myself on the brink of a
great discovery: Was this i,n fact the way
Schubert's B-flat Sonata had to be played?
But just as I thought I was beginning 10
understand, the music ' came to an end .
What I needed at that point - and what I
need right now - is to hear Father Reveles
play this magical work again. Once more
through and I might be convinced that I
have learned something of immense value
about the Schubert Sonata and about the
Romantic style of pianism in general.
As it is, I still retain the impression through admittedly a weakened one - of a
certain quirkiness . But whereas quirkiness
may constitute a problem in performances .
of Schubert, it is just what is needed for
Schumahn 's Carnava/, the chief Romantic
monument to the eccentric, the unpredictable, the spontaneous; the quirky . The
second half of Father Reveles 's program
was devoted to this · wonderful set of
character pieces, and the pianist brought
its Pierrots and Colonibines, its buuerflies
and dancing letters, its portraits of Chopin
and Paganini, so thoroughly to life that
they seemed to have bounded with all their
singularities out of the pages of E.T.A .
loffmann or the etchings of Callo! . The

movement, with an effectof just the opposite sort . Occasionally , there is also a
suggestion - perhaps an illusory one
that the use of the phrasing devices has
become a mannerism, that ii sometimes
functions as a mechanical habit of the fingers rather than as a means of_explaining
and enriching the music . For example, the
prominent retards . and pau ses in the
phrases beginning at measure fony-nme of ·
the first movement (where the key changes
to F minor) seem to me to be out of place,_
for they thwart the triplet movement that
ought 10 be pressing forward . toward the
general speeding up of the musical pulse in
the following section . The identical thmg
happens when the passage returns in the

-- ---·--•-·--happens w1tu, the passage
returnsin the recapitulation.

I bring II./ this techn ical
becuase it relates to
a generalp roblem of musica I

quibble

pianist's penc6ant for highly flexible
rhythms ; along with his command of tone
colors, stood him in good stead
everywhere: I have not heard the mercurial
prancings of Arlequin played with more
fantastic humor, and the impassioned effusions of Florestan had all the spontaneity
of
quality
improvisational
and
Schumann's own impulsive nature.
This was a performance continually
dramatized, kindled , pointed up; each
moment of whimsy, or ardor, or tender
longing was painted with the brightest
contrasts and in the most vivid hues; and
every element of the pianist's excellent
technique was put in the service of
expressing the vagaries of sentiment and
character that give this music its unique
flavor. There are other legitimate ways to
play Carnava/: more classically, with a
stronger emphasis on formal structures or in impressionistic half-tints rather than
powerful contrasts, and with subtle atmospheric suggestiveness rather than incisive
delineations of individuals. Other ways,
yes, but none inherently superior to the
way Father Reveles played this work, and
none , certainly, more profoundly in harmony with the Romantic irit that aniD
mates it.
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FOU NDE RS GA LLE RY (Un iver
sity
"Re tros pect ive, " 30 year s of painting of San Diego):
Dorothy Stra tton , continues to Nov. s and etchings by
5. Open 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. weekdays.

1980

USD CONCERT SER IES (Camino
The ater , Uni vers ity
of San Diego): The Alca la Trio , com
mem bers Fath er Nicolas Rev eles on prised of faculty
on violin and Marjorie Har t on cello, piano, Henry Kolar
will per form an
allBee thov en con cert at 4 p.m. Sun day.

EVE NIN G TRI BU NE

OCT 3

1980

TOREROS FACE OCCIDENTAL

University of San Diego, a 17-7 victo
, Pomona-Pitzer, tries to improve its 1-3 r last week over
record in a football game with Occidental at 7:30 tomorrow
night in Los
Angeles.
The Toreros will be looking for the sam
against the Tigers they got last week frome kind of play
quarterback
Tim Call , running back Mark Garibald
i and linebacker
Don Niklas.
Call completed 11 of 22 passes for
Garibaldi contributed 56 yards in 15 carr120 yards, while
touchdown to spark the offense. On theies and scored a
Niklas, came up with 14 tackles and reco defensive side,
vered two fum bles .

• • •

RACQUET COVERS - Negotiations
· La Costa the site for the first round Davwhich would make
is Cup tie between
the United States and Mexico next Mar
ch are nearing
completion. An
ial announcement can be expected in
around two wee1 . . . Entries will be
accepted through
Oct. 14 for' the San Diego All-College Tenn
to be played Oct. 22-26 at the University is Tournament
Grossmont College courts. The tournam of San Diego and
full-time San Diego area college studentsent is open to all
collegiate players and grad students . For including intertion contact USD coach Ed Collins at the further informaschool ... Semifinals are scheduled today at 5 p.m. and final
in the Pan American . Badminton Cha s tomorrow at 1
Federal Building. Teams from Canada,mpionships at the
Mexico, Peru and
the United States are competing.
10-3 -80

CARLSBAD
JOURNAL
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COAST DISPATCH
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BEETHOVEN CONCERT
Oct. . 5 : Selections performed by the Alcala Trio
4 p .rn. Sunday, Camino
Theater, University of San
Diego, Alcala Park. Admission: $3.50; students , $1.50.
information 291-6480.

4 1980

BEETHOVEN CONCERT!
Oct. 5 : Selections performed by the Alcala Trio
4 p.m. Sunday , Camino
Theater, University of San
Diego, Alcala Park. Admission : $3.50; students, $1.50.
Information : 291-6480.
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USD Aims To Extend
Win Streak At Oxy
The University of San
Diego, which won its first
football game of the season
last weekend against Pomona-Pitzer (17-7), will meet
Occidental College in a 7:30
contest tonight at the
Tigers' stadium.
USD quarterback Tim
Call has apparently regained the starting job after
battling newcomer Steve ·
Loomis during the early
weeks of the season .
Against Pomona last week,
Call completed 11 of 22
passes for 120 yards (54 percent),
The l-3 Toreros' rushing
attack is led by Joe Henry
(203 yards, 3.8 average per

carry) and Mark Garibaldi
(90 yards, 3.9 average).
On defense, USD's Chuck
Pillon, Bruce Ognibene and
Chris Levine have contributed three interceptions.
Sophomore linebacker Don
Niklas, also having an excellent season, had 14 tackles and two fumble recovenes agamst Pomona.
Occidental (1-2) is coming
off a miserable outing
against Azusa-Pacific. The
Tigers lost 16-14, finished
with a negative 132 yards
rushing and were the victims of 17 quarterback
sacks.
Quarterback Greg Mosely, who has thrown for 570
yards while completing 46
of 94 attempts, will be
joined in the backfield by
halfback Kevin Hounman
-(149 yards in 19 carries).

(

EVEN ING TRIBUNE
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The faces of players
don ·'t reflect who won

Cari Hagey and Pet
er
couple of two-hande Hermann are a
worked for Herman d swingers. What
n,
Bushnell, didn't for .who beat David
Hagey, who lost to
Kathy O'Brien in Tr
ib
quarterfinals yester une Tennis
day.
Photos byBOBREDDING

Tennis tourney be
comes a Torero ·a
ffair

No matter what
Tribune Tennis Tourhappened today , you can still call the
na
Evening
And why not? Ni ment a Torero affair.
35th annual affair •ne University of San Diego players en
tered
Ward and Chris Jochand three of them
Peter Hermann, Te the
um
rry
m
ad
e
th
eir
in the. men 's open
singles bracket aloway into today's semifinals
Pawsat.
ng with non-Torero
_Tim ·
Does that , therefore,
make this six-day ,
Morley Field - which
ends tomorrow with two-weekend affair at
in 11 categories lit
tle
more than an advechampionship matches
tennis program? Well
rtisementfor the US
,m
D
"I'm real proud of aybe .. . '
all
of
th
em
," Torero coach Ed
yesterday of the He
Co
the program , yes, burmann-Ward-Jochum trio. "It's really llins said
good for
t
I'm
ju
st
very happy to have
to be associated witb
the opportunity
th
em
."
For the record,
pound junior at USDthe third-seeded Hermann - a 6-foot3 yesterday to earn - defeated eighth-seed David Bush 4, 175lM-6 , 6Ward, on . the other his way into today 's semis. The sixne
th
-seeded
ha
nd
a
5-8 , 13
knocked off Frank Gr
annis 6-0 , 6-1. The 155-pound Torero junior while - a 5-7, 145-po
und sophomore - eli th-seeded Jochum , mean7-6 , 6-1.
minated Richard St
·
oakes
interestingly, Collins
was not the slightes
t bit surprised at his

•

•
players' domination
I
of
"The seedings justify the 185-man men 's open singles field
this point, anyway, the that to a certain extent," he explain .
ed . "To
In this morning's se y're just playing up to their seedings."
m
ifi
na
l action, Pa sat tourney's second-seed
who defeate
, Paul Fineman, 6-4w
mann while Ward an
, 7-5 - was to meet d the
d
Jo
Herch
um were scheduled
point is, there will be
to butt heads. The ·
at
lea
st
on
e,
and maybe two, USO
the men's open singl
play
es
"I have a feeling whafinal match begihning tomorrow at 11 ers in
t's
a.m.
go
ing
to happen
I can't tell you. You
know how it is. I can't," Collins admitted , "but
Whatever the re
comment on that."
tennis program hassults, however, this much is certain: Th
already proven itself
e USO
.
'
NOTES - Tomorro
w 's final schedule
men's junior veteran
is
as follows : 9 a.m .
10 a.m. - women's s' singles; senior men 's singles (45 an
op
d over).
en
sin
gles. 11 a.m . - men
noon - senior men 's
's open sin
1 p.m. - women 's ju singles (55 and over); women 's senior gles . 12
ni
singles .
or
ve
terans' •singles; senior
and over) . 2 p.m. ~·
men 's doubles (45
wo
m
en
's
op
en doubles; men's ju
doubles . 3 p.m . - m
nior veterans'
· In a battle of interen's open doubles .
es
tin
g
na
mes yesterday, a Ra
Trout. Mike Rabbitt
bbitt de
the men's junior veteredged Dennis Trout in a quarterfinal f(lated a
match in
an singles, 5-7 , 6-3, 7-5
. ·
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their teeth and kicker
USD linemen
Kelligian puts one through goal posts dduring

practice this w k under watchful eyes o head
!
.
Coach Bill Williams.
Times photos by Melanie Kaestner
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WILLIAMS FOOTBALL'S THOREAU _

Coach Likes Life in USD's Small Po d
By JOHN SCHUM ACHER
Times Staff Writer

·. SAN DIEGO -He is a perfect example of a
man who follows the sound of Thoreau 's different drummer, a nonconformist in a
profession full of predictability.
. Most college football coaches spent long
hours preparin g for each week's opponent,
often spending extra time inside their office
l1oping to find an edge. Bill Williams isn't
_ _
· ·
quite like thaL
so
himself,
enjoying
in
Williams believes
instead of working away in his office, he pre-.
fers to find a scenic spot on the University of
San Diego campus to get the job done.

here is on a higher level. of thought, more
mature than guys at other places.
"I'm not going to force religion on them,
but a guy owes it to himself to be open-I
minded and approach God in his own way.
think it's importa nt that they explore thaL"
Religion isn't all that Williams stresses.
When searchin g for potential recruits, WilIiams looks for three things.
·"A kid should have good academic standing, he should pick a school where he likes
if
• • the area so he can enjoy.his spare time,and
ne goes. there, he should ask liimself if he'll .
.
I get a chance to play," Williams said.

And while many coaches would jump at
.the chance for a better job, Williams has
stayed put at the small Catholic school despite four offers to become an assistant coach
National Football League.
ir
'It's Just a Big Business '
"It would be a big ego thing, but it's just a

big business up there," Williams said of the
NFL. "Back in 1976, if someone had offered,
I'd have been gone. But now I've had _a
chance to be exposed to the philosophy here.
" It's no contest. I could stay here forever."
With such a personality at the controls,
USD's football team also shows signs of being a little different. The pressure to .win
found at larger schools is absent- neither
Williams nor his players feel any heat after
.
losing.
· The Toreros compete at the Division 3 level, a far cry from the top 20. Williams took
over a 1-9 team in 1976, and has gradually
built the program up. Last season, USD went
5-6, but even more progress has been made
·
off the field.
players
his
see
rather
would
s
William
develop into well-rounded human beings,
regardl essof the final score. The desire to.
llbut at USD it's only
very evident,
win is sti
a smq}l part of a much larger picture.

-

'God, Family, School, Football'

"Our feeling is God, family, school and
all should come in that order," Williams
f
said. "When they come here, they understand thaL"
"When a player is 40, it won't matter if he
went here or to Ohio State," Williams said. ·
"The type of player we are surrounded by
T

.

Admissi on Require ments Stiff

Persuad ing players to come to USD isn't
easy. Even if they want to attend. meeting
the admission requirements can be difficulL
High school seniors must score roughly 1,000
on the SAT test and must have a 3.0 grade
point average . For junior college transfers, a

Williams shoots for a 50-50
balance between high school and
junior college recruits. There
aren't many All- anything players
on the roster, but the Toreros do
have a few performers who start•
ed out at much bigger and more
glamorous places.

the same, but the pressure isn't," Williams
said.
Another player who sought·his fortune at
a name school before joining the Toreros is
Jeff Veeder, who was at Nebraska ·before a
knee injury cost him his scholarship.
No Longer Part of a Machine

"You just become part of a machine there.
Down here it's a whole different attitude,"
Veeder said. "Because it's a small college
program, there's no big pressure on you.•
Football is pretty much fun here."
The Toreros are probably enjoying foot1 ball just a little more this week after defeat' · ing Pomona-Pitzer, 17 -7, last week for their
first win in four tries. USD is hoping the vieort will tum things around.
We've got that one victory under our
belts, that should get us some momentum,"
said Guy Ricciardulli, a senior inside linebacker. "We've outplaye d everybody, we've
just been beating ourselves."
"We should be at least 3-1 or 4-0," Veeder
said. "I honestly thought we'd go 9-2. I still
feel we can go 8-3."
. I

Occidental Opponent Tonight

Iii order to achieve that goal, the Toreros
will first have to dispose of Occidental tonight on the road. USD does appear to have
enough weapons to compete with the 1-2 Tigers.
Leading the offense is quarterback Tim
who has completed 39 ot 72 passes for
Call,
.
_
Steve Beeuws aert is the top re2.4 average with at least 24 transfer rable _· 417
11 catches for 144 yards and two
with
ceiver
uruts 1s necessary.
scores. Outside linebacker Don Niklas has
Such stiff standard s eliminate a good porbeen the defensive leader of late, making 14
tion of available athletes, but Williams still
tackles and two fumble recoveries last week.
one.
e
enjoyabl
an
as
task
g
recruitin
his
views
personyou're
ng
somethi
sell
"It's easy to
"We have the best talent since I've been
ally fond'-.of," Williams said. "When we go
here," said Ricciardulli, who plans to attend
recruiting, it's honest. The few kids I'ye been
USD's law;5chool after graduati ng in Decemable to bring in here are really quality peoschool just doesn't have a winning
ber.
ple." ·
l earn how to win."
have to
You
.
tradition
Williams hoots for a 50-50 balance behis players to learn
like
Williams would
tween high school and junior college rewhere winning
learn
to
also
but
win,
to
how
thing
All-any
cruits. There aren't many
things.
of
scheme
overall
the
do
into
fits
Toreros
the
but
roster,
the
on
players
"I want to win as bad as anybody, but we
have a few Qerformers who started out at
know it's not the end of the world if we don't
much bigger and glamorous places.
win every week," Williams said. "If people
One is offensive guard Corky Calvert, who
would take time to enjoy the intrinsic values
began his collegiate career at Utah before
everyth ing instead of just winning, they'd
of
USD.
to
coming
be better off."
"He likes it here because the intensity is

yards.
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Founders' Gallery: Dorothy Strat
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through Nov. 4. University of San
Diego. Mon.-Fri .. 10-4. 291-6480.

EGENIA MILROY -The soprano
will perform Russian songs, accompanied by pianist Vere Wolf,
Wednesday al 12:15 p.m. in the
French Parlor, Founder, Hall, USO.
Free.
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ALCALA 1:RJO - The ensemble, cons
isting of violinist Henry Kolar,
.cellist Marjorie Hart and pianist
Nicolas Reveles, will present an
all
Beethoven concert today at 4 p.m.
in Camino Thea
ter, USD.
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EGENIA

MILROY - The soprano will perform
Russian songs,
companied by piani st Vere Wolf,
Wednesday at 12:15 p.m. in the
French Parlor, FoundersHall, USO
. Free.
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ALCALA TRIO - The ensemble, cons
isting of violinist Henry Kolar,
cellist Marjorie Hart and pianist
Nicolas Reveles, will present an
all
Beethoven concert today at 4 p.m.
in Camino Thea
ter, USD .
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zona College also have a selection of concerts.
e ruvers1ty of San Die
.·
Concerts at 12-15 · tje
go presents its Noontime
Thes
in e ench Parlor of Founders Hall
e concerts will include Egenia Milro
and Vere Wolf piano sinmng R
.
Y, soprano,
day. John Lyon la '.
ussian songs WednesWolf double
the guitar Oct. 15; Michael
'
•
· an
enry Colar · lin Oct.
29.A Beethoven trio, including Father Nic VJo •
Henry Colar, violin; and Marjorie Hart.cello will
perfor m at p.m. todav in the Camino Theatre
'
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.. TheUniversity of San Diego,

Palomar College and
Point Loma College also have a selection of concerts.
The University of San Diego presents its Noontime
Concerts at 12-15 in the French Parlor of Founders Hall
These concerts will include Egenia Milroy, soprano,
and Vere Wolf, piano, singing Russian songs Wednesday. John Lyon playing the guitar OcL 15; Michael
Wolf, double bass, Oct. 22; and Henry Colar, Violin, Oct.
29. A Beethoven trio, including Father Nick Reveles,
piano; Henry Colar, Violin; and Marjorie Hart, cello, will
perform at 4 p.m. today in the Camino Theatre.
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EDUCATION
Solar Turbines International presi. dent 0. MORRIS SIEVERT has been
appointed a trustee at the University of
San Diego. Sievert is the thirty-second
member of the private university's
boa rd of trustees.
US D has also appointed SISTER
KA T HERINE WALLER as assistant
to the dean at the business school. She
will be responsible for recruitment,
placement, and disseminating information to local corporations on USD's
MBA program.
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By Dan Trigoboff
Forget football and basketb all. The
hottest competi tion among colleges in
this city isn't in sports, but in pursuin g
the private dollar.
Each of San Diego's three leading
univers ities the Univers ity of
Californ ia at San Diego (UCSD ), San
Diego State University (SDSU) , and
the University of San Diego (USO) has found a different path to the same
destinat ion. And while fundrais ing
techniques differ, the problem remains
the same to increase private
donatio ns so that the schools can not
only keep up with the rising cost of
educatio n, but also add to the quality_ of
the school.
Private colleges and universities have
always received funding · from private
sources , so the venture into fund raising
seems a logical extension. But why
would a public instituti on, already supported by millions in public money,
come to rely on fundrais ing as a source
of income?
"It's not just Prop. 13," said Tom
D'Agos tino, head of alumni and
develop ment at SDSU. "It's becomin g a
well-known general concept that taxa ssisted instituti ons can't exist on public
funding alone.
"When you 're dealing with a college,
you 're dealing with somethi ng that's
heavily labor intensive. At any college.
up to eighty-five percent of the budget
can be in payroll. That doesn't leave a
lot left to new program s and other kinds
of progresive· educatio n."
At the same time, D'Agos tino has
learned to utilize that statistic to
encoura ge gift giving. "We tell them
that that payroll goes to buy homes, for
groceries, goods and services . . . back
into the local economy. We can say that
it's an investm ent in the area and its
future ."
Investm ent is a word that can be
particul arly effective when dealing with
corpora te executives. "We can tell an
engineering firm that we're training
their future engi neers . . . in many
businesses and industri es we're tra ining
people for the fu ture."

SDSU' s D'Ago stino

USD's Willard

The tactic has shown some positive
quality of a university."
results recently. D 'Agostin o reported
One of the ways in which unrestri cted
that SDSU has received both an annual
giving, on a rather grand scale, is
· $10 ,000 commi tment from Rohr
encoura ged, is the Presiden t's Council.
Industri es and a gift-in-k ind of more
SDSU has a structur ed member ship
than $ I00,000 in electron ic compon ents
system among i-ts donors, ranging from
from Cipher Data.
those contribu ting $25 annually to
SDSU is also currentl y negotiat ing
those giving $1,000 and up. The
with local network television for about
thousan d-dollar givers are differentiated
$275,000 in donated air time for a fundby then being bumped into what is
raising campaig n, and with General
known as "The Presiden t's Circle."
Atomic for joint research projects .
Within this select group is another ,
There are several categori es of donaeven more select group known as "The
tions, but the most basic division is
Presiden t's Council ," with a $25,000
between restricted and unrestricted
minimu m gift, all unrestricted. Memgifts. It is the unrestri ctive gift that is
bers of the council will be courted and
more elusive and probabl y more prized .
feted quarterl y, with opportu nities to
"In the first place, one dollar of
meet with the presiden t, and listen to
private money is worth about JO dollars
guest speakers.
of public money ," explain ed
The Presiden t's Circle currently lists
D'Agos tino. "It's not regulate d by the
about one hundred member s, and that
state, so we can be more progressive
same number has been set as ·an
when spendin g it. But most of the
eventua l goal for the Preside nt's
money we get has its expendi ture preCouncil , althoug h "we will consider it a
determined by the donor. Often, an
success if we can get thirty this first
alumnu s or a person working in a ceryear," D'Agos tino said .
tain area donates money to that area.
D'Agos tino has been credited by
"U nrestricted funds go into what we
many with revitalizing the fundraising
call the President 's Discret ionary Fund.
effort at SDSU, from past figures that
This gi ves the presiden t (Thoma s Day)
generally fell between $50,000 and
the opportu nity to expand program s
$ I00,000 before his arrival in late 1977,
that might not be getting as much
to the current expecta tions of close to $I
funding , or explore new areas. This is an
million. In his first year, 1978, $365.000
area we try to encoura ge, because this is
· was raised. with an increase to $890,000
an area that can reall y d etermine the
the year after.

e .ough to ba la nce the budget. " Last
year, that came to more than S2. I
million
.·_
.
·
. "Being the only major pnvate univer·sity in the area can give us an advantage
in raising funds," Willa rd insisted.
"We're the only alternative availa ble to
·government-funded education; the only
non-tax supported institution. In _the
·business community,_we can state our
· case to business people as an argument
for free enterprise.
They're told that
their contributions will help keep
private
education alive:." , At USO,
restricted funds are u sed to und erwrite
·budget ed programs. Unrestrictedfunds
are used for.other, often new, programs.
. US O's strong religious a ffiliation has
to be figured · into the fundraising
psychology.
,-'
· ·.
·· ·
"Everyone knows thi3t USD is
Ca tholic university," Willard said, "and
I •• the board of trustees has mandated that
:this will remain
irtegral ingredient.
·l · This can help,. of course, .to people who
•
,J
. would be naturally sympathetic · to
· ..·Catholic institutions.
·
. , "At -the same time, we might not use
·. ' the same approach to J ewis h donors, or
·_ other -potential non-Catholic donors .
To them, we
might stress . the free
, enterprise concept, or . the need for an
independant educational institution. ·
.. , "Sometimes .we ·1ook for donors to
support certain programs, like the
nursing school, or business schqol. This
would be done with people who are out
working in. those particular fields."
·_., The schools, in their funds search,
look first to local aid, which can come
from the large _corporations that arc
headquartered or do busi ness here. At
'SDSU, the pitch from D'Agostino is
"We're
San· Diego's University." And he
back that up, since the school has
graduated more than 200.000 students,
and more importantly, about 50,000 of
them are still here in the San Diego area .
Willard
said he -finds, . "When we're
competing for the same dollars as the
public universities, we tell them that
··. they're already contributing to them
just by paying · taxes. Our · need is
grs:a ter." ' . .. .
·;, . . .
.. .
UCSD boasts the largest total
private gifts, more than $JO million, but
the figure can be misleading since the
· _bulk of these gifts are from foundations
-and restricted to specified programs,
.!JlOStly research. More than 70 percent
of that .SIO million is earmarked for
research. :
The university is really just beginning
io collect priyate donations from indi. victuals. For fiscal year . 1979-1980,
contributions from alumni totaled
$3,031 in restricted funds and $22,311 in
unrestricted funds. A heavier source of
donations is UCSD's faculty and staff,
which contributed S72,054.

a

an

ucso·s Ramseyer
D 'Agostino decries the notion that
there is real competition among the
three major local universities for private
money. "The programs of the three
schools are sufficiently different," he
said. "Each of us tries to fit into the
·various vacuums of educational programs existing in the area." O 'Agostino
admits, though, that there is intense
competition for the coveted undesignated dollar.
At USO, a big emphasis is placed on
larger contributions . Tim Willard,
newly appointed director of development, says, "We get about ninety percent of our donations from about ten
percent of our donors.:Willard adds, of course, that all
donations are encouraged , but the gift
structure at SOSU offers more in the way
of official status than at USO. The USO
structure concentrates on the heavy
donor, with a President's Club membership a yailable for recognition of
sizeable gifts. All donors of$ JOO to $999
fall into Alcala Society memberships .

Of the three leading local universities,
USO is the only pri va te one , and therefore more dependant on private
funding. in the form s of tuition or
donation.
"It's hard to set a goal every year in a
pri vate institution,·· Willard said. "The
bottom line is that we need to raise

••

1
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"Remember, we just got started int
late 50s, as a graduate school, and o
first undergraduate class was in 1968
said Ray Ramseyer, special assistant
the chancellor, "and that consisted
180 students. We don't really have
ma ny alumni."
..
Most of the research grants
science, medical and music program
UCSD currently ranks fourth amon
universities nationally in obtainin
science resea rch grants, behind Joh
Hopkins, MIT and Stanford, said
R amseyer.
The unive rsity is pleased with ··it•
fundrai sing efforts from local corpora
tions, as that source accounted fo
$1,868,000 in the last fiscal year. .,
U CSD plans to cultivate donors.in
much the manner .of other.universities.
Prominent local citizens deemed to be
potential donors will be invited to tour
the campus, and have lunch with the
chancellor.
· · · ·,
"I'm sure they suspect that they'll be
solicited for money somewhere along
the line," Ramseyer said, "We won't do
that the first time here, though. Usually
we wait until the follow-up."
There are ambitious plans for donor
cultivation at all the universities. For
example, SDSU runs a direct mail
program of solicitation, special events
which run at least monthly, and a number
of programs that run at least monthly.
"My first priority was records
D'Agostino said. "In order to get alumni in
volved, we had to be able to identify them."
Once identified , alumni may be contacted not only through regular direct
mail programs, but through programs
relating to the alumni's former course of
study. Businessmen and women are
encouraged to get involved and contribute to the business school,media
people are asked to support communications programs. and the like. .
"We try to be subtle," said O'Agostino.
"But not when we thank the people
who've been generous to us.'! Thanks
inc.Jude special events; banquets, tickets
to symphonies, and shows .. with, of
course, the same ever-present pitch. ....
Another new program that could become significant at SDSU is the society
for young alumni. "We've got a Jot of
young alumni in the area and many of
them arc rising in their particular
careers, or will be ·in the future," said
D'Agostino, himself an SDSU alumni.
"This is a generally untapped group,
and one that could become quite
significant in the future. . . .
"The important thing . here. is to get
them involved while they're young, get ·
them in the habit of m aking gifts and
contributing time to the school. It ma
makes a significant difference now and
_it almost surely will later. It's a whole
cultivation process in itself."
II t
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USO suffers
Occidental
loss on road
The University of
Diego failed on a fourth San
one situation late in and
game Saturday nig the
ht at
Eagle Rock and had
to accept a 20-17 football
at the hands of Occiddefeat
ental
as a result.
After the Tigers,
were down by 10 point who
s. rallied for a pair of
tou
downs on a pair of chpasses to take the lea short
d
5:36 to go , the To with
mounted a march of reros
own which finally ab their
with 1:32 to play whenorted
held them at the 16 Oxy
-yard
line.
Quarterback Greg
ley threw the winning Moseaerials, of 8 and 9 yardTiger
route to a 16-of-29 perfos, en
ance . Although he did rmthrow an interceptio not
n,
was sacked nine times he
.
In games involving
community colleges area
Sa
day night, Grossmon turt was
the only winner, beati
ng
izo na W es te rn 37 ArSouthwestern battled -22 .
20-20 tie with Imperia to a
l Valley .
·
Mesa , previously un
en , bowed to Los AnbeatHarbor 38-35 , Palomar geles
routed bv Santa Monica was
and San Diego City 18-6
bombarded by Phoenix was
The San Diego Shark44-9.
the Ca lif or ni a Fo s of
ot
League bowed from ba ll
the
postsea on playoffs
Saturday nig ht, losing to
' ful Twin Cities (Yub powera-M
ville) 52-10 at Esco aryndido
High .

DA IL Y CA LI FO RN
IA N

OCT
Fa

shion sh ow show and luncheon of "Choice '80 ," the fa sh io n
the
Auxiliary , will be held University of San Diego
Th
Country Convention Ce ursday at Town and
n1
Involved in its plann er.
La Mesa , Helen Davis ing ar e Mary-Em Howard of
of El Cajon and M an
e Vesco
of Ju m
Proceeds from the lun
financial aid program cheon will benefit USD' s
.
by calling 224-1579 or Reservations may be m ad e
223-1333 .
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'Update' Talk Set
On Business Costs
An "Update" breakf
ast seminar,
"Solving Rising Bu
siness Costs," will
be held Friday from
7:30-9 a.m. at the
Executive Hotel do
wntown. Dennis
Briscoe, an assistan
t professor of
management at the
University of San
Diego, will speak.
The seminar is sp
onsored by th e
university. Advanc
e registration is
required and tickets
are $15 each. For
more information cal
l 293-4585.
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FIRST OF ITS KIND IN WORLD

USD Opens
By MICHAEL SCOTT-BLAIR
Education Writer, The San Diego Union

The world's first Center for the
Study of Lateralizations - the study
of evenls that transcend political and
national boundaries - was fqrmally
opened al the University of San
Diego last night under the direction
of noted anthropologists Drs. Burt
and Ethel Aginsky.
The culmination of almost 50 years
of anthropological work by each of
the Aginskys, the center is designed
lo study the development and benefils of "laleralizations" ranging from
stamp collecting and religion lo the
oil and auto industries and to the
Olympic Games.
In an interview, the Aginskys cited
Christianity and Judaism as lateral-

ew Anthropology Center

izations that extended far beyond the
area of their origins to become
forces in their own right.
They coined the term "lation" to
describe such events that extend beyond the geopolitical boundaries of
the nation where they might have
started.
A modern-day lation is the auto industry, which at one time centered in
Detroit. But today, the U.S. auto industry cannot be considered without
reference to the German and Japanese auto industries, and the industry
has become a lation that extends beyond any one nation, they said.
Lations have changed the way nations behave, the Aginskys said.
Before World War II, nations that
needed new raw materials for their

industries or for expansion used war
and conquest to get those materials.
Such conquests by Germany and
Japan led to World War II, Burt
Aginsky said.
Since then, Germany and Japan
have grown to enormous economic
strength without conquest but
through the development of mutually
beneficial agreements between
themselves and the countries providing the needed raw materials, thereby creating a lation, he said.
Individual countries might try to
influence particular aspects of the
Olympic Games, but no one country
can stop them because they have
grown beyond the control of individual nations.
"These things need to be studied,"

said the Aginskys, who remain "extremely optimistic about the future
of the human race."
Though nations might disappear,
the impact of their existence continues and can be studied for future
benefit, they said.
"The Spanish Empire collapsed
and has disappeared, but the impact
of that empire continues throughou
the world in the language, religion
and customs of many countries," said
Burt Aginsky.
The Aginskys believe that instead
of studying the impact of "lations"
after they happened, they can be
studied as they are developing and
their benefits increased.
The new center will draw on students from all disciplines.
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RYBACK'S WORK DRAWS PRAISE

Woman Trainer its In Nicely At USD
. "I was pretty certain they
wouldn't hire me because I
A few years ago, the con- was a woman," said Carocept would have been as lyn Ryback, 26. "I knew two
preposterou s as, say, of the coaches weren't in
women reporters conduct- favor of the idea to begin
ing interviews in the locker with, so I was very
room. Imagine- a woman surprised to hear I got the
taping ankles and attending job."
A year later, the accoto other parts of an athlete's
lades
flow freely. Says USD
anatomy as head athletic
Athletic
Director Father
trainer at a university?
Patrick Cahill " She is so
Bob Dylan's 1960s lyrics . competent, so well respectnotwithstanding - The ed, that it's turned out to be
limes, they are a changin' an amazingly problem-free
- even this particular situation. And frankly, there
trainer was surprised when were some questions initialthe University of San Diego ly as to howit would work
broke with tradition by hir- out. It was ust so different
ing her last year.
By AILENE VOISIN

Staff Writer, The San Diego Union

Stroll through the USD
training room, however;
and it appears no different
than others. Players sit
while awaiting treatment, a
radio blares, athletes and
assistant trainers (several
of whom are women)
converse easily.
The only athletes who
might feel uncomfortable in
her presence, says Ryback,
are the recent arrivals.
"But once they've been
around a while, and they've
talked to the other players,
there isn't any problem."
The problem - if one exists - concerns her schedule . Ryback , who also
teaches gymnastics at UC

San Diego and works part
time as a physical therapist
at the Sports Injury Clinic,
is responsible for basically
every sport at USD.
When a schedule conflict
arises between sports, she
determines which sport has
the highest injury risk, and
assigns herself accordingly.
"Say if there's a football
and volleyball game at the
same time," she explains, ''I
would cover the football
game. My assistants would
handle the volleyball team.
It's a lot of work, but I really enjoy it."
Her own interest ·in
sports medicine, and the influence of an older brother,

were the main reasons
Ryback enrolled in gradu- .
ate school after earning a :
bachelor's degree in physical education at San Diego
State.
She also believes that's
why the situation does not
intimidate her.
"I think a lot depends on
how you grow up," she continued. "My brother was as
active in athletics as I was,
and was very supportive of
whatever I wanted to do. So
were my parents."
During the time Ryback
studied at SDSU under Rob- .
ert Moore, the school's head
athletic trainer, she was
one of a handful of women
in the program. She estimates that women ·
comprise 50 percent of the
classes today.
,
"It's still very unusual for
a school to have a woman
as its head athletic trainer.
I'm the only one in California, and I was told last year
that there are about eight of
us in the country."
In the future, Ryback
plans to enroll in a doctoral
program or physical thera- .
py classes. But in the mean- ·
time, she can be found taping ankles, wrists,· etc. at
USD.

USO Fashion Sho w: "Ch o ice
'80, " spo nsore d by the USO Aux iliar y
, at the Tow n
and Cou ntry Con ven tion Cen
ter. Bullock 's
Mis sion Val ley will pres ent
Fall Fashions .
Lun che on beg ins at 11 :15, fash
ion sho w at
11 :30 and at 12:3 0 a social hou
r. Tables will
seat eigh t; tick ets are $18 per
pers on. Proceeds to ben efit USO Financia
l Aid Pro gram . For rese rvat ions , call
224 -157 9 or
223 -133 3 .

"Retrospective": 30 year s of
pai ntin gs
and etchings by Dor othy Stra
tton at USD 's
Founders Gal lery , 10 a.m
. to 4 p.m .
wee kda ys . Fre e adm issi
on. Ph one
291 -648 0.

USO Concerts: Wed nesd ay
noontime
con cert sfor October incl ude :
pianist Gary
DiPetro. Oc t. I : vocalist Egen
ia Mil roy and
Ver re Wo lf on pian o pres enti
ng Russian
s )';, ' Oct . 8 . John Lyon, guitar re ital, Oct1..
5 dou bl e bass ist Mic hael
22
1
Wo ll . 0 ct. 22,
Dr. Henry Kolar. vi olin sol ois
tO ct. 20
All concerts begin al 12: I 5 and
are held
the Fren ch Parl our of Fou nde
rsHall. Admission is free. Phone 291- 6480
ext. 42 96 . .
All Bee tho ven Concert : The
Alca la Trio
features Fr . Nicolas Reveles
on pian o, Dr.
Hen ry Kolar on violin and Ma
rjor ieHa rt on
_
At USO \ Cam ino l heat er,
Sun day ,
cc o.
Oct . 5. Adu lts $3.50students $
Ph
.50. one

I
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USD ANNOUNCESNEW
CIVILIZATION CENTER
The University of San Diego has established a
new course of st 11 dies, the Center for the Study of
Lateralizations.
.
"Lateralizations is an approach to the study of
civilization from the perspective that many institutions cut across state, national and international
geopolitical lines," said USD president Dr. Author
E. Hughes.
·
The center is ...er the direction of a husbandand-wife anthropology team, Ors. Burt and Ethel
Aignsky, Hughes said. They have beeninvolved for
many years in the study of lateralization
.
Hughes said examples of lateralizations mclude
the universal involvement in such activities as the
Olympic Games and religion and the current world
interest in the oil industry.

SENTINEL
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Solution to business costs ottered
"Solving Rising Business Costs" will be
discussed at the University of San Diego's Update
breakfast seminar from 7:30 - 9 a .m. Friday, Oct.
10, at the Executive Hotel. The speaker is Dr.

Dennis Briscoe, a USD assistant professor of
management.
Advance registration is required. Series tickets
and group rates are available. Single sessions cost
$15. For information, phone 293-4585.

I

BOOK BEAT: The liveliest autumn e·n trant in the California .
book publishing boomlet is Don- 1
aid AckJand, a returning native.
Born a third-generation Califor- 1
nian near Santa Barbara, Ackland went East and served as edi· tor-in-chief of Time-owned New
York Graphic Society. Awed by
book sales figures in California,
he returned a year ago to base in
Los Angeles as Rosebud Books. A
big illustrated history of Los Angeles, due ·this month, is to be
followed next year by one on San
Diego by Ray Brandes, of USD,
and Larry· Booth, curator of our
city's historical photos colJection. AckJand is signing writers
now for a "Best of San Diego" 1
guidebook like a Los Angelesvolume for which columnist Jack
Smith has done an introduction..

LA JOLL A LIGH T
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'Harvey'
The Unive rsity of San
Diego • Playe rs will
prese nt
the
play
" Harve y" on Oct. 16, 17
and 18 at 8 p.m., and on
at 2:30 p .m . ·
Perfor mance s will be in
Camino Theat er on the
USD campu s.

LA JOLL A LIGH T

OCT 9

Oct. 19

1980

Wednesday Conce rt - Guitar ist John Lyon
perfor m Wed. at 12·15
.
Parlor of Found ers' Hall.
the Frenc h
WI

LA JOLL A LIGH T

OCT9

1980

I

Founders Gallery - Works by Doroth y Stratto n
will be on displa y throug h Nov. 4. Unive rsity of San
Diego. 298-4127.

READER
OCT 9

1980

Noonti me Concer ts will feature a
guitar recital by John Lyon ,
Wednesday, Octobe r 15, 12:15
p . m., French Parlor, Founders
Hall, USD. Free. 291 -6480x4296.
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UPDATE .
seminar
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Toreros
know it;

Po et stough
The University of San
Diego tries to put aside the
frustration of a 20-17 loss to
Occidental last week as it
entertains Whittier College
at 7:30 Saturday night on
the Torero field.
USD looked to have Oxy
beaten but bowed when the
Tigers scored two touchdowns in the final five minutes.
Whittier, also a loser last
week - to Azusa-Pacific
14-6 - will be out to reverse last year's outcome, a
21-14 Torero victory earned '
in the game's last 30 seconds. Quarterback Pete r .
Jenk e, runn ing bac k ·
Dwayne Jones and wide receiver Rick Nila are the
Poets' top offensive ,weapons.
Steve Loomis, who took
over at quarterback in the
second quarter last week
and preceded to complete
12 of 22 passes, is expected
to handle the Torero attack,
bulwarkea by Joe Henry,
who had 88 yards running
and added 36 more on 7 pass
receptions against Oxy.

''So lvin g Ris ing
Business Cos ts" will be
the subj ect in the seco nd
of the Uni vers ity of San
Die go' s
UP DA TE
brea kfas t sem inar s on
Frid ay, Octo ber 10, from
7:30 to 9 a.m . at the
Exe cuti ve Hot el in
downtown San Diego.
The spe ake r is Dr.
Den nis Bris coe , USO
Ass istan t Prof esso r of
Man agem ent.
UPD ATE is a seri es of
eigh t sem inar s desi gned
for wom en and men in
business . and spon sore d
by USD 's Sch ool of
' Bus ines s Adm inis trati on
ever y Frid ay mor ning
through Nov emb er 21.
Advance regi stra tion
is requ ired . Ser ies
tick ets and grou p rate s
are avai labl e, and sing le
sess ions may be attended at a cost of $15
each .
"Ev eryo ne says that
emp loye es are the key to
the suc cess of thei r ,
org ani zat ion s," Dr .
Bris coe stat es. "We
inte nd to pre sen t a
ma nag eria l
and
orga niza tion al syst em
that effe ctiv ely uses the
abil ities of emp loye es to
redu ce cost s, incr ease
pro duc tivi ty and impro ve
em plo yee
sati sfac tion ."
UPD ATE is cosponsore d by USD's Office of
Continuing Edu cati on.
For reg istr atio n and
info rma tion , call 2934585 .

Thursday, Oct. 9, 1 980

B-10

on
Members of the University of San Diego Auxiliary met recently ry
Auxillia
·uso
the
'80,"
e
"Choic
plan
to
campus
Park
Alcala
the
and
fashion show and luncheon to be held at the Town
USD's
benefit
will
ds
Procee
9.
Oct.
on
Country Convention Center
financial aid program. Pictured from left are La Jollans Betsy
aManchester, chairman: Barbara Riley; and Helen Pickard . Reserv
.
33
223-13
or
79
224-15
phoning
by
made
tions may be

I
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FOUNDERS GALLERY (University of San Diego)',
"Retrospective," 30 years of paintings and etchings by
Dorothy Stratton, to Nov. 5. Open 10 a.m. 10 4 p.m .
weekdays.

OCT 1 O
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San Diego

HAZEL
TOW
TRIBUNE Society Editor

Whatever their choice in the November election,
the "Choice '80" for more than 800 women yesterday
,was the University of San Diego Auxiliary's 24th
annual fashion show and luncheon at Town and Country Convention Center.
And, with election day in mind, decorations were
in patriotic red, white and blue. Red and white potted
plants were studded with white stars on circles of
blue paper on the tables around a large T-ramp.
There was a lot of red, white and blue in the parade
of fashions and some accompanied by peppy patriotic airs.
Mrs. Douglas Manchester was the general chairman and Mrs. Fred Widmer her co-chairman. Mrs.
Martin Barrett, auxiliary president, welcomed
guests and thanked them for their support of the
luncheon and thereby the student loan fund at USD.
The show featured All American Classics from
Bullock's of Mission Valley.

\

Organizations taking tables included All Hallows
Women's Guild, Alumnae of the Sacred Heart, .Coronado Friends of USD, La Jolla Chapter for Multiple
Sclerosis, Las Patronas, Mercy Hospital Auxiliary,
Rancho Bernardo Friends of USD, the San Diego Bar
Auxiliary and the University of the Third Age (at
USD).
Hostesses for the social hour were Kathy Kearny,
Mary Ann Thomson and the Mmes. Eric Bass, Peter
J . Hughes, Thomas W. Keelin, Charles W. Melville
Jr., James F. Mulvaney, Rudolph Regalado, Richard
Woltman, Leo J . White and Earyle D. Woodard.
Junior hostesses were Denise Capozzi, Mary
Dorka, Carolyn Emme, Helen March, Rachel Michelson, Kathleen Moceri and Sharon Wilson.
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.
The University · of San Diiego conti.nues its
noontime
concert series this Wed
l b
recita
r
guita
a
with
y
nesda
.
John L .
.
12:15
at
Parlor, Founders Hall,
Information
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of San
"HARVEY" (Camino Thea ter, University
t the giant
Diego): The USD Play ers' production abou s at 8 p.m.
white rabb it invisible to all but one man open

Th urs day .
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t to Whittier Tonight
USD Plays Hos
From • Times Staff Writer
o will try
SAN DIEG O--T he Univ ersit y of San Dieg host to
plays
it
when
s
game
six
in
win
nd
for its seco
l with 10
Whit tier tonig ht at 7:30. USD led Occidenta
in the fited
defea
was
but
17-7,
,
week
ast
left-l
tes
minu
7.
nal minutes, 20-1
smont
In junior college. action today at 1:30 p.m., Gros
p.m.,
7:30
at
s
game
In
o.
Hond
Rio
to
host
will play
rRive
at
is
mar
Palo
s,
Citru
to
Sout hwes tern play s host
San Diego
o,
ardin
Bern
San
to
ls
trave
a
Cost
Mira
side,
at Ari City is at Sadd lebac k and San Diego Mesa plays ·
zona Wes tern.
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Loomis-led
Toreros Rout
Whittier
Steve Loomis passed for
three touchdowns and the
University of San Diego
rushed for two more in
defeating visiting' Whittier
33-13 last nighl
The victory was USD's
second in six games this
season.
Whittier trailed only 1413 after scoring with 11:13
remaining in the third quarter, but USD took the ensuing kickoff and drove from
its own 9-yard line to a
touchdown that provided
breathing room. Joe Henry
.got the score from 9 yards
oul
Coach Bill Williams'
Toreros added insurance
scores in the final period on
a 7-yard pass from Loomis
to Ron Guzman and Jerome
McAlpin's 22-yard run .
Loomis completed 14 of 31
pass attempts for 179 yards
and three touchdowns , with
Guzman the recipient of
five for 68 yards.
Henry ran for 136 yards ·
in 24 carries, and the
winners outgained Whitter
in total yards, 413 to 298.
Whittier
7 0 6 0- 13
USD
0 14 6 13 - 33
W- Janke1run (Sanchez kick)
USO - LettJe!M 13 pass from Loomis
(KelegicJ, kick
USO - Morris 28 pass from Loomis (Kelegl-

an kick

Whi - Collins 11 pass from Frazette (kick

failed

I

USO - Henry 10 run (kick failed
USO - Guzmon7 pass from Loomis (pass

foiled

USO - McAlpin 22 run (Kelegian kick

JOHN LYON - The guitarist will perform a recital Wednesday at
12:15 p.m. in the French Parlor, University ol San Diego. Free.
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WorkshopsSet
For Educators
SAN DIEGO- "Issues and
Challenges of the 80s," a
series of workshops for edu. cators, will be presented by
. the University of San Diego's
SchoolofEducationonFriday
and Saturday, Oct. 17 and 18,
on the USD campus.
The keynote speech will be
delivered on Friday at 8 p.m.
in Salomon lecture hall of
Desales Hall by Dr. Harold
.Shane oflndiana University's
School of Education. His topic
will ·be "Educating for the
80s." The speech will be free
to the public.
1
"Issues and Challenges of
the 80s" is cosponsored by the
Graduate Education Student
. Association . For informati(lll,
call 291-6480, ext. 4538.
Ten workshops
will be
conducted simultaneously on
Saturday, -starting at 9:30
a.m.; and again in the afternoon, starting atl:30 p.m. All
workshops will be held in
DeSales Hall. The speakers

at each workshop are as
follows :
·
"Beyond the Content,"'Dr.
Timothy
· Blackburn;
"Strategies for Effective
Teaching for Young RandicappedChildren,"Dr. Valerie
Demitriev· "American Associatio.n of' Mental Deficiencies Film Festival," Dr.
James o. .Cleveland; "New
Myths and Old Realities: The
Impact of Current and Past
Theory on Assessment and
Instruction ," Dr. Donald
Hamill;
"Responsible
Assertiveness," Dr. Patricia
Jakubowski; "Why Teacher
Bargaining is Undesirable
Public Policy," Dr. Myroµ
Lieberman; "The Learning
Disabled Child;" · Connie
Laughrey; "The Importance
of Parent Education fro· the
Academic
Professional;••
Jeanne Mendoza; "Social
Change and Education Consequences, 1980-2000," Dr.
Harold Shane; and "Lltigation for and by ChildreDr.
n," Dr.
Valerie Vanaman.
.

'

.
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In smallcollege play, the Un
feated Whittier, 33-13, as Steiversity ofSan Diego deve Loomis thre w three ,
touchdown passes and ran for two
sco res .
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USD turns squeaker

into runaway win

The University of San Diego
with a late charge that brought raised its record to 2-4
it a 33-13 borne victory
over Whittier Saturday night.
After the Poets scored with 11:1
3 to go in the third
period to trail only 14-13, USD took
command with the
ensuingkickoff to go 91 yards for
a
touc
hdown that came
on Joe Henry's 9-yard run. Sub
sequently; Ron Guzman
added another tally on a 7-yard pas
and Jerome McAlpin climaxed the s from Steve Loomis
scoring with a 22-yard
nm.
In community college games
urday, Grossmont and
Southwestern were the only areSat
a
win
routing Rio Hondo 35-0 and the latt ners - the former
er scoring its first win
in s.even years against Citrus,
a
17-3
verdict. Riverside
held off Palomar 13-9. Saddleback
nud
ged
San Diego City
22-14and Arizona Western clubbed
Mesa 50-6 in the other
· games.
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The Western scene took such a strong bold at the
, University of San Diego Auxiliary show that the
' models square-danced on the runway. That was at
Town & Country Convention Center Thursday with a
crowd of 775. Betsy Manchester, chairwoman, hopes
that when the tally is finished that $9,500 will go
toward the university's student financial aid pro1 gram. The designer blue jeans and country stuff
:, were really just part of a big, big show from Bul: lock's. Winding it up was an opulent finale of black
1 and glitter, with jumpsuits and long gowns, velvets
: and sequins. (It does seem one can't go wrong wear: ing black these evenings).
: For The La Jolla League of the American Cancer
Society's recent show there were the European
I looks. Many of these were in Italian fabrics inter: preted into originals by Ollie of Capriccio's, who put
: on the show. It was in fact called "A European Ex'

High liShiotf from Mary

McFadden for the American CancerSociety
show, farleft, andhoedown garb for the University of SanDiego Auxiliary.

- Staff photosby Peter Koeleman
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Soccer Needs More Americans
USIU Coach Says U.S. Players Should Be Encouraged At Every Level
By AILENE VOISIN
Staff Writer, The San Diego Union

ln his five-year association with college soccer - more
specifically, U.S. International University soccer Coach Karim Ben-Marzotik has arrived at some interesting conclusions about the sport and its status in the United States, to wit:
-Although many of his players are foreign students,
USIU and other universities should promote the sport by
recruiting American students and become involved with
area youth soccer associations.
-American youngsters are not less talented than others; they're just poorly coached.
-The North American Soccer League, which requires
each team to field a minimum of three Americans at all
times, should increase the number to six.
"I think the ideal situation would be to have a mixture
of players," said Ben-Marzouk, "rather than to have college and professional teams dominated by foreign players. It would be better for the game.
''But until schools get coaches who know technique and
skill, the kids won't improve that much, and college
KHALED SULTAN
STEVE McCARGO
coaches will look for talent where they can."
... Gulls' leading scorer
... key transfer
So what has Ben-Marzouk· done to remedy the situa• • •
tion? ·
·
Ben-Marzouk
isn't
the
only soccer coach who feels
He says that each year since his arrival at USIU, the
number of Americans - and San Diegans - on the roster American youngsters have been deprived of good instruchas increased. He also has encouraged USIU to retain its tion. Says·University of San Diego Coach Seamus (profree admission policy so youngsters can attend the games nounced Sha-mus) McFadden: "When I came here 10
years ago .from Ireland, nobody knew what a bloody
without cost. ·
·
'
As for recruiting Americans, Ben-Marzouk said his best soccer ball was." .
McFadden, who formerly coached at Kearny High and
player until two weeks ago was goalkeeper Jim Myersof
Poway. However, the sophomore broke his leg in an auto led the Chieftains to two CIF cpampionships, is having his
problems at the collegiate level. The T-oreros are winless
accident and will miss the season.
USIU's other top players are David Cross, an All-Amer- (0-6-1)thus far in their first NCAA Division I season.
"Good soccer players are scarce," says McFadden, "so
ican last year at De Anza Junior College, Steve McCargo,
· also of
Anza, the Sultan brothers, Khaled (All-F-ar we have to spend most of our time working on technique
West last year) and Saud, and local youngsters Bobby and fundamentals. And what we don't have in skill ·Ayers (San Dieguito), Tim Roberts (Sari Dieguito), John which is a lot - we try to make up for in conditioning and
Kelly (Mira Mesa), Victor Hugo Zayas (Poway) and Brad fitness."
USD's leading players are Bradley Regal, Tom Hudder,
Anderson (La Jolla).
·
Despite the loss of Myers, and the fact they have played Danny Howard, and local graduates Steve Ascberfeld
11 road games and only three at home, the Gulls have · (Mira Mesa), Rafael Patricio (Montgomery), and the
compiled a 7-5-2 record. Their coach expects nothing less team's leading scorer Edze Hienstra (La Jolla).
Although discouraged by his record, McFadden feels
than a National Championship (NCAA Division II). .
· "We have a very good shot at it," said Ben-Marzouk, a that in time the Toreros will be able to compete with the
·
native of Morocco. "We have already finished the better collegiate teams.
"We've taken our bumps and our lumps, you might
toughest part of our schedule, and we now have seven
straight home games. If we can beat San Diego State (Oct. say," be laughed, "but I'm very optimistic about the future. It's justgoing to take a few years."
29), I think we can do it."
USIU, which competes in the Southern California Inter• • •
collegiate Soccer ·Association along with SDSU, USC,
Speaking of years. Coach Leon Kugler at Point Loma
Westmont, Nevada-Las Vegas, Fullerton State, Biola, UC College says his Crusaders (who had their best season last
Santa Barbara and Azusa Pacific, has already defeated year, 3-11), are "finally stepping into respectability ." ·
d_efending Division I1 champion Seattle-Pacific 2-0, and
Point Loma is 4-4, largely through the efforts of Lucien
tied Fullerton State - a team that defeated the Aztecs 4- . Niang (Glendale JC), Roger Edelhuber, Mike Farrand
2 last week.
(last year's MVP), Tim Hall, Tom Hattori, Russ Meeham,
"But our biggest thrill this season was playing USF so Robert Gould and Russ Vandevegte.
close (a 2-0 loss)," said Ben-Marzouk. "They're probably
"We're not at the level of USIU or San Diego State,"
the best team in the nation. It was an honor to be on the said Kugler, "but it's a growing situation. I would be
same field with them." ·
satisfied if break .500 this year."
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" Choi ce '80" -US D Auxiliary Fashi
on Sho w.
Town & Country Conventi on Cente
r. Bullock ·s
Mission Valle y to prese nt fall fashi
ons. Oct. 9.
Ticket info. and reserv ati ons. call Mrs.
Stre icher
244- I579 or Mrs. Ca bana 22 3-1 333.
Proce eds
benefit USD Financial Aid Program .

Ha r vey- Elwood P. Dowd li kes good
com pany
and li quor and is haunt ed by a six-fo
ot rabbit. in
the dra ma by Mary Chase prese nt ed at
US D in the
Cami no Thea ter Oct. 16, 17 and 18 at
8. Oct. 19 al
2:30. Ti cket info: 291- 6480 . ext. 4241
or 4261 .
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USD Brea kfast Semi nars -- USDSchoo
l of Business begin s fifth year of early morn
in g sem inars
on business topi cs . Sessi ons every Fri
. 7:30- 9 am
at Exec uti ve Hotel. Board Room. 1055
Fi rst Ave .
Reg ister for series or indi vidu al sess
ions at 2934585 . Oct. 3: " Meet ing Japan ·s Chall
enge ." Oct.
JO: " Solving Ri sing Business Costs
... Oct. 17:
"The Economic Outlo ok. " Oct. 24:
"No nverbal
Tec hniques fo r Enh a nci ng Perso nal Po
wer. " Oct.
3 1: " Estate Pl an nin g Techniques : Wher
e it Goes
After You Die
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•
•
r - USD cours e di sc usses
Win eTa sting
Semina
. S
storag e and wher e in
an
g ood value s. prope r
·
Wed eveni·ngs 7- 9 • Oct ·
Diego to find fine wines
,
. Hall USD . Info:
1-29 . Board Room . De Sales
.
293 -4585 .

OCT

1980

USD Foun ders Galle ry - Retro spect
i ve exhibit
.
by Doroth y Stratton uu u
of pai nti ngs and etc h ings
y
al a Park
N ov . 5 . Ope n weekdays 10-4 . USD , Ale
·
291-6480 ext. 4261.
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Rising Business Costs Subject
Of US DBreakfast Seminar
SAN DIEGO - "Solving Rising
Business Costs" will be the subject in
the second of the University of San
Diego's UPDATE breakfast semina rs
on Friday , Oct.10 , from 7:30to9 a.m. at
the Executive Hotel in downtown San
Diego . The speaker is Dr. Dennis
Briscoe, USD assistant professor of
management.
UPDATE is a series of eight seminars designed for women and men in
busi ness and sponsored by USD's
School of Business Administration
every Friday morning through Nov. 21 .
Advance regist ration is required.
Series tickets and group rates are
available, and single sessions may be
attended at a cost of $15 each.
" Everyone says that employees are
the key to the success of their organi-.
zations " states Bri scoe. "We intend to
present a managerial and organiza-

lional system that effectively uses the
abilities of employees to reduce costs,
increase productivity and improve
employee satisfaction.'.'
Briscoe received his bachelor of
arts and master of business · administration degrees from Washington
State University, and his Ph.D. from
Michigan State. He has taught management and person nel courses at the
University of Maryland, Michigan
State, Seattle University, and Oregon
State. He has over 10 years experi, ence as a man ager and a personnel
manager in distributing ,m anfa cturing,
and governmental organizatio ns. He is
t and
t the owner of the Managemen
Perso nnel Systems (MAPS) consulting
agency.
UPDATE is co-sponsored by USD's
Office of' Continuing Education.

c
l
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The Univ ersity of San Diego Playe rs will prese nt
"Har vey" at 8 p .m. Oct. 16, 17, and 18, and at 2:30
p.m. Oct. 19. Perfo rman ces will be in Cami no
Thea ter on the USD camp us.

(
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"Har vey" -- The University of San
Diego
Play ers will pres ent "Har vey" today, Fri.,
and
Sat. at 8 p.m ., and Sun. at 2:30 p.m.
Camino
Thea t_e r, USD . 291-6480 ext. 4241.
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Mid-week lift at USD
The Univ ersit y of San
Diego will continue its
free noontime conc ert
serie s
with
perform ance s each Wednesday at 12:15 p.m. in
the Fren ch Parl or of
Foun ders ' Hall.

On
Wed nesd ay,
double-bassist Michael
Wolf will perfo rm.
Dr . Henr y Kolar, USD
profe ssor of music, will
pres ent a violin recit al
on Oct. 29.

TIM ES- ADV OCA TE

OCT 1 6 1980
"HA RVE Y" A tale of one of
the most enduring characters
of Amerjcan dramatic folklore:
e Harvey, thee giant white ·
-

rabbit who is invisible to all
but one man. Performances
will be held at 8 p.m., Oct. 16,
17 and 18 and on Oct. 19 at
2:30 p.m. in Camino Theater
on the USO Campus.
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Foun ders Gallery - Works by Dorothy Strat
ton
will be on display through Nov. 4. Univ ersit
y of San
Diego. 298-4127.
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HARVEY
1

Noontime C o n ce rts will feature
Michael Wolf on the do uble bass
Wednesday, October 22 , 12 :15
p . m . • Fre nch Parlor , Fo unders
H all , USD. Free. 291-6480 x4296.

Elwood P. Dowd seems normal, until
he starts talking to his closest friend
Harvey, who is a tall white rabbitestimates range from just over six
feet to an even seven - and who is
invisible to all but Dowd. The
University of San Diego Players
present the Mary Chase comedy
directed by Pam Connally of the Fine
Arts Department at USD. Tom Wi lson
is Elwood P. Dowd, and Harvey plays
himself, a role he created thirty-six
years ago. (Sm.)
Camino Theater, University of San
Diego, Thursday, Octo ber 16
through Octo ber 19; Thursday
through Saturday at 8:00 p.m.
Matinee Sunday, October 19 at 2:30
p.m.

LA JOLLA LIGHT
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Unknown exhumed
A rarely perform ed work
com posed by Mich a el Haydn,
brot her of J oseph Haydn, will
be fea ured on the program
when lh e Silver Ga e Ensemble
per fo rm on Oc t. 23 at 8 p. m . in
USD's Camino Thea tre .
The rog ram i sponsored by
the Univers ity of San Diego
l\lu sic Department with the
coopera lion of the · Ed uca tion
of t he La J olla
Committee
Chamber Music Soci ety .
The Silve r Gal e En em ble
cons is s of m embers · of the La
) J oll a Cha m ber Orchestra . They
ur e Karen Dirks . violin; .John
lubbs . viol a : Ma rcia Zeavin,

cello ; and Peter Rofe, bass.
They will be joined by special
guest artists Elizabeth Enkells.
oboe, and John Lorge , French

horn.
The rarely performed work

is by Michael Haydn , the
brother of Joseph Haydn, and

the music was sent from
Germany for this concert. It is
entitled

"Divertimento

in D

Major."
The remainder of the
program includes a "Divertimento " by Henry Kolar , USD
composer and profess or. The
rhythmic work was composed

in 1977.
Completing the program is
Darius Milhaud ' s "Jacob ' s
Dreams " written for violin,
viola , cello and oboe.
Phone 291-6480
formation .

for

in-

LA JOLL A LIGH T
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Music of India - Ali Akbar Khan will perfor m
Fri . at 8 p.m . in USD's Smith Recita l Hall.
Wedne sday USO Conce rt - Doubl e-bass ist
Micha el Wolf will perfor m Wed. at 12:15 p .m. in
the Frenc h Parlor , Found ers' Hall, USD . 291-6480
ext. 4261.
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USD

opes Bigge r Is Be ter In '80

By AILENE VOISIN
Staff Writer, The San Diego Union

After one particularly frustrating
basketball game last season , University of San Diego center Bob Bartholomew slumped in a chair, glanced at
the scoreboard, then stated the obvious: the Toreros needed help. Desperately.
USD Coach Jim Brbvelli, apparently agreeing, spent most of the offseason looking for big, physical
front-li ne players. He came up with
7-foot center Walt Phelps (Lassen
College), 6-8 forwards Dave Heppell
(Sacram ento Junior College ) and
Steve Rocha (Modesto Junior College), and 6-5 forwards Greg Taylor
(Brophy Prep in Phoenix) and Gerald
Jones (Pima Junior College).
Other newcomers include guards
Lembret Rubin (6-4, 170) from Mission High in San Francisco, Mike

Ramsey (6-4, 170) from Long Beach mew (6-7 , 225), forwar d Brad
City College , John Prunty (6-0, 175) Levesque (6-7, 220) and point guard
from Sunnyvale High, and forward Mike Stocka lper (6-0, 160). Rusty
Jim Bateman, a 6-5 220-pound walk- Whi tmarsh (6-3, 190) an d Keith Cunnon from Saddleback College .
ingham .(6-8, 185) also sa w considerNine new faces. More importantly, able action at guard and forwa rd. reperhaps, nine healthy and academi- spectively.
cally eligible faces. By theend of last
The acquisition of Phelp and Hepseason, USD's roster - which pell will enable Brovelli to move
numbered 15 at the beginning of the Bartholomew. last year's lead ing
year - was reduced to nine because scorer (15.4 points per game) and reof injuries and ineligibility.
bounder (7.6), back to his na tural for"We were competitive in most of ward position .
our games until we got into foul tro,uBut whethe r USD (6-19 last year)
ble," said Brovelli, now in his eighth will be compet itive in the West Coast
year at USD, "but we just didn't have Athletic Confere nce aga inst teams
the bench strength to sustain a 40- like SF, Pepperdine and Loyola , reminute peri od.
mains to be seen. And that's just the
"I'm hopeful that all our recruits conference sched ule. Non-co nference
are capable of helping us - immedi- oppone nts include Cal (Sweetwa ter
ately."
High·s Micha el Pitts), Stan ford (UniThe Toreros, who opened practice versity High All-CIF selection Hans
last night at USD, have three return- Wicha ry), UC Santa Barbar a and San
ing starters (survivors?) in Bartholo- Diego State.

-
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NOONTIME CONCERTS

Hall, University of San Di ( French Parlor, Founders
ego) : Michael Wolf, double
bass player will .
' Wednesday.• J give a free concert at 12:15 p.m.

EVENING TRIBUNE

OCT 1 7
Double. bass player Michael Wolf will be
featured in the French Parlor of Founders
Hall on the campus of the University of San
Diego at 12:15 p.m. on Wednesday. Informat10n: 291 -6480, ext. 4261.
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SILVER GATE ENSEMBLE (Camino Theatre,
University of San Diego) , Karin Dirks on violin, John
Stubbs on v1ola, Marcia Zeavin on cello and Peter Rofe
on bass will be joined by guest artists Elizabeth Enkells
oboe and John Lorge on French horn in playing
Michael Haydn's "Divertimento in D Major," Henry
Kolar s Divertimento' and Darius Milhaud's "Jacob's
Dream,"8 p.m. Thursday

-

.
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'Harvey' being presented'
by San Diego Pla_yers
. SAN DIEGO- "Harvey," traction by insisting that an

one of the most durable of
American comedies, is
being presented by the University of San Diego Players
at 8 p.m. through Saturday,
Oct. 18, and at 2:30 p.m. Sunday, Oct. 19, in Camino Theatre on the campus in Alcala
Park.
Pam Connally of the fine
arts department of USO
directs the play about a gentle, stubborn man with a
drinking problem who
drives his relatives to dis-

oversized, invisible white
rabbit is his constant companion.
Tom Wilson portrays the
hero, Elwood P. Dowd, Desiree Callahan is his distraught sister-housekeeper
and Maureen Kerr is his
grown niece. Others in the
cast are Rosie Busby, •
Melanie Ross, Robin Phelan, Tom Warren, Ken Best
Brian Alexander, Laur
Brandes, Katie Cessor
Tom Korson.

LOS ANGELES TIMES
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"HARVEY" (Camino Theater , Univers ity of San
Diego): The USD Players' product ion about the giant
white rabbit invisible to all but one man , 8 p.m. today
and Saturday, 2:30 p.m. Sunday.
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USO TRAVELS
TO LAVERNE
The University of San
Diego football team, coming off last week's impressive 33-13 win over Whittier, travels to La Verne for
a 1:30 p.m. contest today.
The Toreros ' offense
again will be directed by
quarterback Steve Loomis,
who threw for 179 yards and
three touchdowns last week
against Whittier. Joe Henry
will be at halfback (4 .4
yards per carry) and Jeff
Veeder at fullback (4.5 average).
Defensively, linebackers
Guy Ricciardulli and Don
Niklas will be counted on to
stop La Verne's balanced attack.

LaVeme, which defeated
USD (2-4) last year, current!)r is 1-3.

USO Sav ed
By Westham
A total of 28 yards rushing and 39 yards passing
would not a Crimson Tide
make, but those 67 offensive
yards were enough to lift
the University of San Diego
to a 17-11 victory over La Verne yesterday.
.
USD was not able to
muster an offensive touchdown, but Dave Westham
proved the only offense necessary for the victors.
Westham twice put USD
on the board _with 14-yard
touchdown interception in
the second quarter, and
then recovered a blocked
kick in the end zone. Kicker
Mark Kelegian made both
convers ions , and later
· added a 25-yard field goal
for the Toreros.
USD

7 7 3-17
2 0 0 9-11
LV--Safety Lumas tackled outside end

LaVerne

zone.

USD-Westhom, 14-yard interception (Keleolan kick).
.
USD--Westham, recovered block punt In
end zone (Kelegian
kick
USD-FG Kelegian
2S.

LV--B25eatly,
pass from Messler (pass

failed).
LV-FG, Zendeias 46.
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Founders' Gallery: Doprothy
Stratton: retrospective exhibition
through Nov. 4. University of San '
Diego. Mon.-Frl. 10-4. 291-6480.

MICHAEL WOLF - The double-bassist performs Wednesday, at
12:15 p.ni., in University of San Diego's French Parlor.

SAN DIEGO UNION
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'HARVEY' - The University of San Diego Players will conclude the
comedy about a white rabbit which Is Invisible to everyone except
one man. Rnal performance will begin at 8 tonight In the Camino
·
Theater, University of San Diego.

SAN DIEGO UNION
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SILVER GATE ENSEMBLE - The la Jolla Chamber Orchestra
members will perform with guest artists.Thursday at 8 p.m. in the
University of San Diego's Camino Theatre.

SENTIN EL
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Silver Gate Ensemble performs
A rarely performed work composed by Michael
Haydn, brother of J oseph Haydn, will be featured
on the progr am when the Silver Gate E n s e m b l e
play at 8 p.m . Thursday, Oct. 23, at Camino
Theatre, on the campus of the University of San
Diego.
The program is sponsored b the University of
San Diego Music Department with the cooperation
of the Edu cat·on Committee, La Jolla Chamber
Music Societ .
The Silver Gate E nsem e consis of members
of the La J olla Chamber Orchestra, Karen Dirks,
Violin ; John Stubbs, viola; Marcia Zeavin , Cello;
by special
and Peter Rofe, bass. They will be joi
guest artist , Elizabeth Enkells, oboe and John
Lorge, French horn. For informati n, phone 2916480.

SE NT INE L
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CAGE PROSPECTUS..... He
ad coach Jim
Brovelli enter4i.ined nine new
returnees Wednesday as bas players and six
ketball practice
opened at the University of
San
Diego. The
Toreros will be preparing
for the toughest
schedule in the 25-year history
of the
"As a coaching staff, we are exc program.
ited about this
yea r's group and their recept
ive response to the
goals and philosophies we
would like to accomplish as a tea m," said Bro
vel
looking forward to the challenges li. "We are also
tha t we will face
in the coming months."
Besides playing such school's
Northern Arizona, ·ce nte nar y, as Stanford, Cal ,
cross-town rival San Diego Sta Air Force and
te,
have to contend with a number the Toreros will
of improved tea ms
intheWCAC.

EV EN ING TR IBU NE
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i reros use defense
to

\

n uer La V rne

USD 's foo tba ll tea m threw
proved a good defense is the for three TDs to lead
sometimes the best offense sion Knights to a 21-0 MisConference win over
Saturday in scoring a 17-11 Riversi
de City College.
victory over LaVerne ColElsehwere, Grossmont
lege .
lost its
The Tor ero s couldn 't ence South Coast Confermuster an offensive touch- 14, opener to Fullerton 35- •
Palomar was beaten by
' down, but Dave Westham
San
twice put them on the board Mes Bernardino Valley 32-7 ,
with a 14-yard TD intercep- Mir a fell to Cerritos 27-17,
tion in the second quarter ing a Costa took a 40-2 beatand then with the recovery legeat the hands of the Colof a blocked kick in the end We of the Desert 40-2 and
st Los Angeles nipped
zone in the third.
Southwestern 17-14.
Mike Ke leg ian lat er
added a 25-yard field goal
for USO, which raised its
record to 3-4 and can even
its mark this Saturday when
it goes on the road to play
Azusa-Pacific.
Meanwhile , San Diego
City College was the lone
area junior college to score
· a victory over the weekend.
Quarterback Paul Peterson
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'HOLIDAY BOUTIQUE' /Th e alu
mnae of
the Sacred He art of San Diego
will
" Holida y Boutique" at 7: 30 p.m hold its annual
Fre nch Parlour, Founders Hal . Saturday in the ,
l. University of San
Diego, Alcala Par k .
No-host cocktails and hors d
served . and handmade gift item'oeuvres will be ,
s and baked goods
donated by the alumnae will be
on sale .
·Proceeds will go to the Sacred
Heart Scholarship
Fund (Sister Bremner Scholarsh
ip) for children of
the Sacred He art alumnae who
wish to attend the ·
University of San Diego.
For more information call the
alumnae office at
291-6480, ext. 4271.

A Tribute To 30.Years Of Expression And Charm
By ISABELLE
WASSERMAN
The joy in viewing Dorothy Stratton's work comes as
much from sensing her personality in each of her pictures
as in seeing the picture itself.
A San Diego resident since 1961, Stratton has endeared
herself to the art community through her charm as well , ·
as her talent A well-deserved retrospective exhibition :
highlighting her 30-year career is on view through Nov. 4
at Founders Gallery on the University of San Diego cam
Artist Dorothy Stratton
pus.
,
Oils, acrylics, charcoal drawings and etchings illustrate
by her 1968 acrylicpainta lifelong dedication to art. From a 1950 oil painting to an
ing, 'The Um.' A 30-year
etching done in 1980, the exhibition shows the progression .
retrospective of Stratand development of Stratton's work, which begins with a
ton'swork. including oils.
controlled "intellectual"approach -and continues on to · acrylics. charcoal drawfree expressionism.
.
·
d
·
·
The earliest paintings, three oils grouped together, in- ' . ings an etc ings is
troduce the exhibit and form a base from which Stratton's
being exhibited at Founwork grows. They are respresentational,adequately paint- ·. ders Gallery, USD.
ed, but display little individuality; they could be the early
works of any number of artists. Not until "Ceremonial
Pieces" can we begin to see individual expression. Although done in a confusing combination of styles, this 1956
work reveals a method of dividing space that will become
typically Stratton's.
A year later, .a definite swing into abstract expressionism is evident, and although tight, controlled brush
strokes are still visible, areas are opening up, becoming
more lyrical. Finally, in "East Garden," 1957, patches of
- Staff photo by Bill Romero
clear color emphasized by vigorous black strokes announce a new-found freedom. From here on, Stratton brushwork, filled with tension, appears ready to burst
becomes \ooser, more sure of herself, more willing to from the paper. Black, brown and white paint with
risk. ·
·
suggestionsof pink, green and yellow ocher augment the
She credits this blossoming to her studies with Rico v1tahty of the form.
Lebrun, and relates: "That
was the great moment of my
Another fine piece, "Going," 1961, also on paper, is more
life. Two of my finest teachers - one was Alexander restrained. A build-up of layers of black and white paint,
Brook at the Art Students League and the Brooklyn Muse- accented with delicate color, forms a textured, well-bat- .
um and the other was Rico Lebrun at UCLA - changed anced composition. This small, powerful painting commy life as far as art was concerned. ·
mands attention in spite of being stuck in a corner.
· ''Although Lebrun painted in a representational man
For the most part, Stratton paints from a scene, either
ner, his interpretation, his way of teaching, was really real or visualized, and abstracts it on the canvas. The
impressionism. I was tired of the kind of thing I was doing pamtmgs usually have a central focus; an area in the
which was completely representational, but when I got · center of the painting where the action takes place.
into Lebrun's class, the change happened."
The tree is the central image in Stratton's painting. "I
High points in this "loosening" period are two very feel this in everything I do," she says. "There's either a
strong, compelling paintings, "Amy's Place" and "Event tree, a tree feeling, a bird, a bird feeling or a Christian
1," both from 1962. Loosely scribbled, almost frenetic cross. Now I'm not a religioµs person. Maybe I am, but

let's say I never go to church, but I love the feeUng of the
cross, it'.s a tree, and everything that I have or am starts
from a tree.
""One of the things I do is plant trees. I planted 32 torrey ·
pines in La Jolla before we left. And seeds . •. they say
you can't do it, but I planted from seeds in little pots and
then· I gave them to friends, any.body who loved them."
With the "Phenix" series, beginning in 1966, there is an
abrupt change in Stratton's paintings, dictated by the
switch from oil to acrylic paints. Hard-edge (she prefers
to call it soft-edge) design replaces expressive movement,
flat areas of paint supplant 'texture,· and bright colors
make way for pastel tones.
.
The paintings become more vibrant and comple1 as the
series continues. "The Um," 1968, is a large, decorative
I

(Continued on D-3, Col. 1)
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Artist Paid Tribute
(Continued from D-1)

painting of strong contrasts filled with symbolismrelating to Stratton's visit to North Africa.
Many of Stratton's paintings reflect experiences collected through her travels; some reveal charming personal vignettes. "Stove," an intense abstract, and one of
Stratton's favorites in · the show, brings to mind fond
memories of her early married life in Europe.
"We were living in Paris after (World War II) in a ,
tremendous-sized apartment. The Germans had occupied
the house before us and the heating system had been
damaged and was unsafe to use. We would have frozen to
death, so we went out and bought this little Frenc,h stove,
connected it to a fireplace and had it going night and day.
When I painted, my hands were so cold I put some little
gloves on; anything to keep warm."
Titles can also hold special stories. "Yesterday's Color,"
a scrumptous mass of color clustered like a bunch of
balloons on the canvas, had its beginnings from a palette
(a white enamel-top kitchen table) of leftovers.
Stratton recalls, "I got up that morning and I thought,
'Oh my God what gorgeous paint. It's so beautiful, I've
got to use it.' I started to work and this is where Lebrun
came back to me. He used to say, 'The picture plane will
take over.' I started first with a few little forms and I
thought, .'What if it doesn't turn into anything?' And then
the picture plane took over and I finished it, put It aside
and thought nothing of it, nothing _whatsoever, but I gave
it a title and I called it "Yesterday's Color" because it
was - it was yesterday's painl"
Etchings are another facet of Stratton's talents. An
accomplished printmaker, she manages to continue·both
painting and making prints al the ·same time. "They give
you an entirely different feeling," she says. "I love drawing and of course the prints bring out your graphic excitements."
The exhibition concludes with a small section of prints
that demonstrate the artist's sensitivity to texture in
ways not afforded through her paintings.
Thirty years of work is a lot to capsulize into a small
. gallery. The installation is tight, but well done (with the
exception of one lone painting in the print section) and
easy to follow.
Founders Gallery, on Linda Vista Road, is open Monday through Friday, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Wasserman is a free-lance arl critic.
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USD Offers Law Student Warm-Up Course
Prospective law students concerned
with the National Center for Educational
about entrance examinations may pre- . · Testing Inc.
pare for the law school admissions test
The curriculum will include discusby taking a course at the University of
sions and practice in logical reasoning,
San Diego starting OcL 27
reading comprehension, basic math,
. The two-section, 6:30 p.m.-10 p.m.
quantitative comparison, practical judg• course, which runs through Dec. 4, has
ment, problem solving, principles and
: been developed by USD in cooperation
cases, writing and'a full practice LSAT.

-
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The San Diego All-College Tennis Tournament begins
tomorrow at USD and Grossmont College courts. Play
will continue through Sunday with all semifinal and final
matches scheduled for USD. The public is invited.
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Pare_nts' Day planned at USD
Parents of University of San
Diego students will attend the
annual Parents' Day Saturday. Campus tours, films,
· workshops, a holiday boutique
and a dinner party will be
among the featured events. ·
It's a day for parents to get to know more about the
University, said Edward DeRoche, dean of the university's
School of Education.
.
Parents will meet in the Camino Theater at 9 a.m. and
workshops will be held throughout the day. At 3:30p.m.
campus tours will be held. In the evening, parents and
students will attend a dinner party at 6:30 in the Canyon
Rooms of University Towne Center In La Jolla.
The University of San Diego is located In Alcala Park in
San Diego.

EVENING TRIBUNE
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USD plans activities
for parents Saturday
Parents' Day will be held Saturday
at the University of San Diego.
Campus tours, workshops, films
and a dinner party will be available ;
to parents and students of USD.
·
University President Author E.
Hughes will welcome the visitors at 9
a.m. in Camino Theater.
.
Workshops scheduled during the :
day include "Career Counseling:
After College, What?", "Stress and
You" and "Attitudes and Values of
Entering Freshmen.'·'

SENTINEL
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France
is topic
ofspeech
A6

Wed nesday. Octoher 22, 1980

Sentinel

Programs planned

U D aren s
to1:1r campus
Parents of University
of San Diego students
will attend the annual .
Parents' Day on Saturday. Campus tours,
films , workshops, a
holiday boutique and a
dinner party will be
among the featured
events.
"It's a beautiful
chance for us to show
support for our kids;"
states Jim Mitchell, cochairman (along with
his wife, Gloria) of
USD's Parents' Association. "I am sold on
USO and the way
they've handled my son
there ; it's a wonderfully
warm school and everyone there is working for
the kids."
Mitchell will deliver
opening remarks to the
day's activities at 9:15
a.m. in the Camino
Theater.

After College, What?"
by Barbara Burke and
Linda Scales of the Career Counseling Office ;
" Ways to Economize on
Taxes witha Son or
Daughter in College,"
by Dr. Gilbert Brown,
Special Assistant to the
President; "Attitudes
and Values of Entering
Freshmen, 11 by Dean
Burke; "Campus Ministry in Word and
Deed," by Sister Tim
Malone and "Crisis of
Faith in the College
Years?" by Helen
DeLaurentis, director of
religious studies.
In the afternoon, student-faculty-parent
panels will take up the
topics of religious
studies and philosophy,
learning life skills at
USO, and the nature of a
university. A financial
aid information booth

1

"France's Place in
Europe" will be the topic of a speech delivered
by French Consul JeanClaude Moreau at the
University of San Diego
on Friday.
The speech, to be given in French, will be in
Salomon Lecture Room
of DeSales Hall at 6 p.m .
The appearance of the
Los Angeles-based consul • is sponsored by
USD's French Club and
by the Alliance Francaise of San Diego.
.
Admission is open to
the public for $3, and
$1.50 for students. For
.information, phone 291.6480, Ext. 4441.

will be open• in DeSales
Hall.
At 3:30 p.m . parents
will meet in DeSales for
campustourscondu cted
by members of the USD
Auxiliary. A holiday
boutique, sponsored by
the
Sacred Heart
Alumnae Associaiton,
will be conducted in the
French Parlor
of
Founders Hall from 3-5
p.m.
The James Copley Library in Camino Hall
will be open all day.
At 5 p.m., the liturgy
will be celebrated in
Founders Chapel, with
the USD Choir singing
under the direction of
Father Nicolas Reveles
of the Fine Arts Depart·
ment.

Keynote speaker for
the day will be Dr. Edward DeRoche, Dean of
USD's School of Education. His topic will be
"Now That Your Kids
are in· ·college, How to
Have Fun at Home."
"It's really a day for
parents to get to know
more about the university,," DeRoche said.
"Not just the physical
beauty, though that's
one of the first things
people notice, but also
the relationships, the
supportiveness of the
people."
Parents will assemble
in the Camino Theater
at 9 a.m. to hear a welcome by USD President
Author Hughes. Master
of ceremonies will be
Thomas Burke, vice
president and dean of
student affairs.
Workshops, repeated
at
various
times
·throughout the morning
and afternoon, include :
"Career Counseling :

That evening, parents
and students will attend
a western casino-style
dinner party at 6:30
p .m. in the Canyon
Rooms of University
Towne Center.

-
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Personal Power
Seminar Topic
SAN DIEGO-"Nonverbal Tech•
niques for Enhancing Personal
Power" will be the topic in the fourth
of the University of San Diego's Update breakfast seminars on Friday,
Oct. 24, from 7:30 to 9 a.m. at the
Executive Hotel in downtown San
Diego. The speaker is Dr. Phillip
Hunsaker, USO associate professor of
management. ,
Update is a series of seminars
designed for women and men in business and sponsored by USD's School of
Business Administration every Friday
morning through Nov . .21.
Advance registration is requ1red.
Series tickets and group rates are
available, and single sessions may be
attended at a cost of $15 each.
"Each of us is aware of the constant
maneuvering for personal power
within organizations," states Dr.
Hunsaker. " But we seldom acknowll edge it publicly. This seminar will
uncover the subtle dynamics of how
space and movement of people within
it are used to enhance personal dominance and influence."
Dr. Hunsaker, a resident of Coronado, received bis M.S. in personnel
management from ·SDSU - and bis
master's and doctorate degrees from
the University of Southern California,
where his major fields were organizational behavior, social psychology and
management. Dr. Hunsaker has held
teaching positions at the University of
' Wisconsin, Milwaukee; CalState
Norlhridge; and USC. He is a widely
published author and bas conducted
numerous management seminars.
Additional seminars in the Update
series will be on Oct. 31, Estate
Planning Techniques; Nov. 7,
Strategies for Managerial Success;
Nov. 14, Real Estate Investing for the
Overtaxed Professional; and Nov. 21,
Profitable Decision Making.
Update is cosponsored by USD's
Office of Continuing Education. For
.registration and information, call
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Alliance Francaise
Alliance Francaise will meet tomorrow at 6 p.m .
in the Salomon Lecture Room of De Salles Hall at
the University of San Diego.
Jean-Claude Moreau, French consul general in
Los Angeles, will be guest speaker. He will discuss'
France and Europe. The lecture wj\l be given in
French.
For more information, phone 578-1609.

SOUTHERN CROSS
OCT 2 J 1980

USD announces
'Campaign '80'
"Campaign '80" will bethetopicofa
debate between representatives of
Presidential candidates John
. Anderson, Jimmy Carter, and Ronald
Reagan, set for Wednesday, Oct 29, at
7 p,m. in the University of San Diego's
Camino Theater.
The public is invited to the debate,
sponsored by USD's Political Science
Club and Young Republican Club.
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In Concert, the Silver Gate Ensemble wili pre sent works of
Michael Haydn, Henry Kolar, and
Darius Milh aud, Thursday , October 23 , 8 p.m. , Camino Theatre,
USD. 291 -6480.

READER

Noontime Concerts willpresent a
violin recital by Dr. Henry Kolar,
Wednesday, October 29, 12:15
p. m. , French Parlor, Founders
Hall, USD. Free. 291-6480 x4296..

I

"France', Place in Europe" will be
the topic ofa lecture, in French, by
French conul Jean-ClaudeMoreau
from Los Angeles Friday, October
24, 6 p. m., Salomon Lecture
Room, De Sales Hall , USD.
578-1609 or 291-6480 x4441.
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Holiday ,boutique·Saturday
_ The Alumnae of the Sacred
Heart of San Diego will hold its
annual Holiday Boutique on
Saturday at 7:30 p.m. in the
French Parlour, Founders Hall,
University of San Diego, Alcala
Park. No-host cocktails and
hors d'oeuvres will be served.

Handmade gift items and
baked goods donated by the
Alumnae will be on sale.
Chairman of the event is Mrs.
William Ames. For more information call the Alumnae
Office at 291-6480,ext. 4271.

of religious Studies.
SAN DIEGO - Parents of of the people."
the · afternoon,
In
University of San Diego stu- Parents will assemble in
dents will attend the annual the Camino Theater at 9 a.m. student-faculty-parent panels
Parents' Day on Saturday, to hear a welcome by USD will take up the topics of
Oct. 25. Campus tours, films, President Author E. Hughes. "Religious Studies and Phiworkshops, a holiday bouti- Master of ceremonies will be losophy," "Learning Life
que , and a dinner party will Thomas F. Burke, vice presi- Skills at USD," and the
be among the featured dent and dean of student af- "Nature or a University." A
financial aid in(9rmation
1
fairs .
events.
booth will be open in DeSales
"It's a beautiful chance for
us to show support for our · Workshops, repeated at Hall.
kids," states Jim Mictchell, various times tbroughout the · At 3:30 p.m., parents will
co-chairman (along with his morning and afternoon, in- meet in DeSales for campus
wife,- Gloria) of USD's elude: "Career Counseling : tours conducted by members
After College, What!" by of the USD Auxiliary. A holiParents' Association.
"I am sold on USD and the Barbara Burke and Linda day boutique, sponsored by
way they'vehandled my son Scales of the Career the Sacret Heart Alumnae
there ; it's a wonderfully Counseling Office; "Ways to Association will be held in
warm school and everyone Economize on Taxes with a the French Parlor of Founding for the kids. Son or Daughter in College,.. ers Hall from 3 to 5 p.m.
there is work
Mr . . Mitchell will deliver by Dr. Gilbert L. Brown. The James S. Copley
opening remarks to the day s special assistant to the pres- Library in Cammo Hall will
.
activities at 9.15 a.m. in the ident; "Attitudes and Values be open all day. .
At5p.m., U1e liturgy will be
of Entering Freshmen," .by
Cammo Theater.
Keynote speaker for the Dean Burke ; "Campus celebr_ated in Founders Chaday will be Dr. Edward De- Ministry in Word and Deed,". pel, with the USD Choir smgRoche, dean of USD's School by Sister Tim Malone · "De ing under. the direction of
Father Nicolas Reveles of
'
of Education. His topic will be
"Now That Your Kids are in -veloping Postitive Attitudes, the Fine Arts Department
College, How to Have'Fun at First Step to Success," by Dr. That evening, parents and
Kenneth Blanchard, presi- students will attend a
Home."
"It's really a day for dent of Blanchard Training western casino-style dinner
parents to get to know more and Development; "Stress party at 6:30 p.m. in the
about the University," says and You: What Can You Do Canyon Rooms of University
DeRocbe. "Notjustthepbys- About It?" by Dr. Philip TowneCenterinLaJolla. Tbe
ical beauty, though that's one Hwang of the School of Edu- party will include games and
of the first things people cation; and "Crisis of Faith in prizes, and the wearing of
notice, but also the rela- the College Years!" by western clothing is entionships, the supportiveness Helen DeLaurentis, director couraged.
- -

........,
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Pare nts of University of San
Diego students will atte nd the
ann ual Par ents ' Day on
Satu rday . Campus tours, films,
workshops, a holiday boutique
and a dinn er part y will be
among the feat ured events .
"It's a beautiful chance for us
to show support for our kids,"
stat es Jim . Mit che ll , cocha irm an (along .with his wife,
Glo ria). of USD 's Par ent s'
Association . Mr. Mitchell will
deliver opening rem arks to the ·
day 's activities at 9: 15 a .m. in
the Camino thea ter.
. · Keynote .spe aker for the day
will be Dr. Edw ard DeRoche,
Dea n of USD's Sch ool of
Education. His topic will be
" Now Tha t Your Kids are in
College, How to Have Fun at
Hom e."
" It's really a day for pare nts
to get to know more about the

bou tiqu e, s pon sore d by the
university," says Dr. DeRoche.
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and philosophy, lear ning life
skills at USO, and the natu re of
a university . A financial aid
information · booth will be. open
in DeSales Hall.
At 3: 30 p.m ., pare nts will
mee t in DeSales for cam pus
tours conducted by mem bers of
the USO Auxiliary. A holiday
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Parents of University of San Diego
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Personal ·Power
Seminar Topic
SAN DIEGO - "Nonverbal Techniques for Enhancing Personal
Power" will be the topic in the fourth
of the University of San Diego's Update breakfast seminars on Friday,
Oct. 24, from 7:30 to 9 a.m. at the
Executive Hotel in downtown San
Diego. The speaker is Dr. Phillip
Hunsaker, USD associate professor of
management.
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THE
ALCALA TRIO (Jewish Community Center, 4079

54th SL)1 Violinist Henry Kolar, cellist Marjorie Hart
and pianist Rev. Nicolas Reveles will play music by
Lolllet and Beethoven at 8 p.m. Saturday.
'

"DRACULA" (Camino Theater, University of San
Diego): The university's Drama Society production
opens at 8 p.m. Thursday.
..
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OPENINGS

In honor of the Halloween season, the Drama Society of the .University of
San Diego will stage "Dracula 1'hursday, nextFriday and Nov. 2 at 8 p.m. 10
Camino Theater on campus, Alcala Park at Lmda Vista Road.
.
Dixie O'Donnell is the director. The production is student-directed , designed
and financed, a spokesman said.
.
. ·
The cast includes William Kerr as Dracula and John R1ppo, Bridget Brennan, Chris Redo, Tom Paskowitz. James Moriarity of the USD history department will play the professor.
.
Tickets are available at the door. For additional information, 291-6480.
11
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BOBREDDING
.... by
Tribune

WILLIAM KERR, BRIDGET BRENNAN
In "Dracula" at USD (See OPENINGS)

A-14

THE SAN DIEGO UNION

RELIGION BRIEFS

Reconciliation
Program Set
"Reconciliation: A Commemoration of the 450th Anniversary of the Augsburg Confession" will be held at 7:30
p.m. Thursday at the University of San Diego's Founders
Chapel.
The program , sponsored by the San Diego CatholicLutheran Dialogue Committee, will feature speakers Dr.
Toivo Harjunpaa, professor emeritus at Pacific Lutheran
Theological Seminary, and Dr. Harry McSorley, professor
of religious studies at the University of Toronto.
The program is sponsored in cooperation with USD's
School of Continuing Education and'the Ecumenical Committee of the USD Campus Ministry. For information, call
293-4585.

\

Dr. Harry McSorley
... religious studies

Dr. Toivo Harjunpaa
. .. ·professor emeritus
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Oct. 25
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The Alcala Trio: Violin, cello and piano trio plays the music
of loillet and Beethoven, 8 p.m. Saturday , Jewish Community
. Center, 4079 54th St ., Son Diego. Information:
r .... .. •
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Founders' Gallery: Dorothy 'stratton : retrospe ctive exhibit ion
through Nov. 4. University of San
Diego. Mon.-Frl. 10-4. 291 -8480.

University Gallery: "The Third International Miniature Textile Exhibition " runs through Nov. 15. at
San Diego State University. Parklng permits available. Wed.-Su n.,
'12 p.m.-4 p.m. 265-6511.

l

l ..

.
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HENRY KOLAR - The violinist will perform Wednesday, at 12:
p.m., In the University of San Diego's French Parlor.

'Dracula' performed at USD
To mark the Halloween season, the Drama
Society at the University of San Diego is presen ting
. "Dracu la" at 8 p.m. Thursday, Friday and Sunday ,
Oct. 30, 31, and Nov. 2 in the Camino Theate r on the

USD campus.
Tickets are available at the door. General admission is $3, the cost to studen ts and militar y is
$2.50. For information, phone 291-6480
r
..
-

SAN DIEG O UNION

Azusa '!16ps
USO, 31-7
AZUSA - Dave Williams
ran for. one touchdown and
passed for another to lead
Azusa Pacific to a 31-7 win
over the University of San
.
Diego. .
Azusa (6-1) scored first
after an eight-play, 72-yard
drive early in the second
period, . with Williams rolling in from the 1.
After a short field goal,
the Cougars struck quickly
as Mattin took a screen
pass from Williams and ran
44 yards for a touchdown
and a 16-0 halftime lead.
The big play hurt the
Toreros (3-5) again in the
second 'half. This time Martin swept 53 yards for a TD
to give the Cougars an insurmountable 23-0 lead.
A third-period TD pass
from Tim Call to Ron Guzman the USO its only
points. The Toreros were
held under 100 total yards
for the second week in a
row. They gained 99.
- USD

I 14 7 I - 31
Azusa Pacific
blocked)
AP - Williams1runkick
AP--FGJones 20
AP--Martin44 pass fromWilliams (Jones

kick)

AP-Martin 53 run(Jones kick)
USD-Guzman 29 pass from Call (Kelegian

kick)

(Rawlings pass from NelAP-Thayer I run

son)

\

his first
EARLY EXIT..... Coach Jim Brovelli got out
that

bad news of the season when he found

Walt Phelp s tore ligaments in his left ankle and
· will be out for six to eight weeks. The USO basketball coach, however, is still optimistic about his
squad despite the temp orary loss of his 7-foot
trans fer center.
are pleased with the enthusiasm and
quickness with which the playe rs are picking up
our system," he said, "especially since we have_
nine playe rs coming from different progr ams."
The Toreros will play a 26-game schedule this
year and will open competitive play with an
exhibition match Nov. 26 against Austr alia's
nterbury Bankstown Club Team .
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'DRACULA' - The drama society of the University of
Stoker play about vam1 San Diego will present the Bram
In
pires Thursday, Friday and next Sunday at 8 p.m.
Camino Theater,USD.
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USD's football team fell victim to the big play
Saturday as the Toreros suffered a 31-7 defeat al
the hands of Azusa Pacfic in Azusa.
A third period touchdown pass from Tim Call to
Ron Guzman accounted for USD's lone tally as it
failed in its bid to even its season record. The Dons,
who host Sonoma State Saturday at 2 p.m., are 3-5.

Favorite Scott Lipton was upset by Peter
Herrmann yesterday in the men's singles final of
the San Diego All College Tournament.
Herrmann, the University of San Diego's No. 2
player, came back after losing the .first set 2-6, to
beat Lipton 6-4, 6-2 m the final two sets.
In other categories, Diane Farrell beat Mary Carmen Casta 6-1 6-2 for the women's singles title.
Farrell and Laura Ortega combined for a women's
doubles win over Lisa Degelis and Mariann Raftis
6-4, 6-2, and Terry Ward and Pat Rost defeated
Lipton-Jay M:assart in men's doubles.
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Estate
planning
explained
"Estate Planning
Techniques: Where It
Goes After You Do will
be discussed at the
of San
University
Diego's Update breakfast seminar from 7: 30-9
a.m. Friday, Oct. 31, at
the downtown Executive Hotel.
The guest speakers
will be Dr. E . Eliza beth
Arnold, assistant professor of business law
Sykes,
Ethel
and
professor of accounting.

Advanced registration is required. For
information, phone 2934585.

The Bishop's Schools, La Jolla, inaugurated a new
community liaison group, the Board .of V1s1tors, with
an orientation program in•conjunction with the annual meeting of trustees at the schools' campus yesterdav.
Sixteen of the 24 members of the group were on
hand for tours, talks and luncheon; the others will
.
meet at future information gatherings.
Those attending yesterday's sessions were G. Addison Appleby, Charles S. Arledge,' Donald G. Burgar,
Charles· J . Clapper, David H. Garfield, Robert L.
Gotfredson, Mrs. Edward H. Groenendyke, Mrs.
Louis H. Hunte, William Scripps Kellogg, Dr. Augustus B. Kinzel, Herbert G. Klein, Neil Morgan, Mrs.
James C. Patten. James J. Poet, Dr. Jonas E. Salk
and James S. Triolo.
Others named to the new group are Jack W. Crumley, Mrs. Reuben H. Fleet, Bruce R. Hazard, Dr.
Author E. Hughes,·Gordon C. Luce, John L. Newburn
and Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. Young.
All are from the San Diego area with the exception
of Mrs. Groenendyke who is from Corona del Mar.
Many of the group have had p_revious association
with the schools, as parents·or friends of students, or
as trustees.
Alumnae of Sacred Heart schools and colleges are
being invited to a reception Nov. 9 at the La Jolla
home of Dr. Anita V. Figueredo, vice president of the
World Association of Alumnae of the Sacred Heart.
The reception will honor members of the executive
committee of the Associated Alumnae in the United
States which is -meeting at the University of San
Diego that week. Mrs. Thomas Finn of La Jolla is
president of the group.
Information on the reception may be obta1ned
from Sister Virginia McMonagle at USD.
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San

Diego):" R e t r o s p e c FOUNDERS GALLERY (University of
tive." 30 years or paintings and etchings by Dorothy Stratton, ends
Wednesday. Open JO a.m. to 4 p .m. weekdays.
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NOONTIME CONCERTS (French Parlor, Founders Hall, University of San Diego) , Mezzo-soprano Joanne Regenhardl will present
a program or German songs at 12:15 p.m. Wednesday free.
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Update Seminars
Set For Women

Question:
Who will QB
Toreros?
The University of San
Diego will host Sonoma
State in a college football
game tomorrow beginning
at 1 p.m. which means that
the Toreros will again have
to face the ·question: Who is
the quarterback?
· Senior Tim Call, with
three starts to his credit,
and junior Steve Loomis,
with five, have been sharing
. the . quarterbacking duties
so far for USO (3·5).

Call has completed 56 of
bis 108 passes for 567 yards
SAN DIEGO _ - "esta and si , e sessions may he
Planning Techniques W hen atten d at a cost of 15 each
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will
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Updatebreakfast seminar the ne la exempting sur•.
uses from inherviving
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Whoever gets the nod, he
9 a.m. at the Executive Hot itance ax Discussion will
have his hands full with
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in downtown San Diego follow sing examples of
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avoiding
will be Dr. E select ..
Speakers
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Debate set
on presidency
"Campaign '80" is the
topic .of a debate between representatives of
' Presidential condidates
John Anderson, Jimmy

Carter and

Ronald

Reagan, set for 7 p.m.

in the
Wednesday
University of San
Camino
Diego's
'Theatre.
The public is invited
to the debate, sponsored
by USD's Political
Science Club and Young
Republican Club.
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FOUNDERS GALLERY "Re- 1
trospectlve," 30 years of

.

paintings and etchings by
Dorothy Stratton continues to
Nov. 5. Open 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. weekdays at the University of San Diego.
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Retrospective Exhibition of thirty
years of paintings and etchings by
Dorothy ,Stratton will be on view
through November 5, Founders
Gallery USD. 291-6480 x4261.
.

0 1980
'

291-6480 x4261.
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Noontime Concerts will feature a
recital of German songs by
Re mezzo-soprano Joanne
genhardt, Wednesday, November
5, 12:15 p.m .• French Parlor,
Founders Hall, USD. Free .

1980

Randy Jones To Speak
The legal aspects of professional
be explored by Randy
sports will
Jones, Padres _pitching star, and other
speakers Nov. 15 at the University of
San Diego Law School. Title of the
seminar will be "Sports and the Law."

